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CHAPTER 1
Input Module Performance

1.1 INTRODUCTION This module is designed to maximize the ease with
which the TASSRAP program may be operated and to minimize the possi-
bility of input errors. There are two operating modes for the module,
either automatic or interactive. In the automatic mode, the necessary
operational information is specified along with options available to
the operator. When these options are exercised, the module is consid-
ered to be in the interactive mode.

1.1.1 Sco0e This document is intended to describe the input module.

1.1.1.1 Identification. The nomenclature for this module is INPUT
and is divided into two major segments - INPUT and INPUT:OV. INPUT
calls the following major subroutines and functions: BTGRAPH, GETTGT,
XNTF, GETSONAR, SLFRQ, and TRWND. The overlay INPUT:OV, is loaded by

INPUT after completing all required tasks. Subroutines associated
with INPUT:OV are: GETENV, TRWND, XNTERP, MERGE, XNTF, TWDPT, PFGRAPH

*. •. and function WILSON.

1.1.1.2 Functional Summary. One of the principal design features of
the input module is to accept all the data needed by the entire TASSRAP
II program. These data are placed in common blocks for access by
other modules. Information such as the date-time-group, latitude, and
so forth are entered by the operator when requested by the program.
On the other hand, sonar type, target type, and data of this nature
are presented in a tabular form with the appropriate selection made by
the operator. Based on input information, subroutine GETENV retrieves
historical environmental data consisting of bottom reflectivity,
salinity, and temperature as a function of depth. If an in situ BT is
entered, these data are merged with the historical data. Wilson's
equation is used to convert the data to a sound velocity profile (SVP).
Target information such as speed, depth, radiated noise, and so forth
are retrieved f:om a data file by subroutine GETTGT. Sonar character-
istics are obtained by subroutine GETSONAR. Using the data retrieved
by these two subprograms or appropriate data inserted by the operator,
the subroutine SLFRQ selects those target frequencies that tend to
maximize detection ranges. The subroutine TWDPT calculates the surface
layer depth and deep sound channel axis.

_- . 1.2 DIGITAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

1.2.1 General This section defines and specifies all functional,
operational, and performance requirements as well as the design con-
"straints and standards necessary to ensure the proper development and
maintenance of the input module.

1-1
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1.2.2 Program Description The input module is designed to accept
operator inputs and/or retrieve from data files the data necessary
for the other modules to function. These data are passed via labeled
common blocks. INPUT is the first routine called by the driver module.

1.2.2.1 Peripheral Equipment Identification. Peripheral equipment with
which the input module interfaces are: keyboard, cathode ray tube (CRT)
display, and the disk drive unit.

1.2.2.2 Interface Identification. With the exception of passing data
through the labeled common area, the input module interfaces only with
the executive module.

1.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

1.3.1 Interface Block Diagram See Figure 1-1.

1.3.2 Program Interfaces All informational exchanges between the input
module and other modules are transmitted via the primary communication

*i .E area.

1.3.3 Function Description The major function of the input module is
to accept from the operator and/or retrieve data necessary for the other

modules to function. Initially there are 13 inputs, with the CRT dis-
playing the information to be entered from the keyboard by the operator.
Following the data entry, the operator selects a target type from a
list presented or inputs his own frequency-source level pairs. Next,
a table of target operational modes is presented fron which the
operator makes a choice from the table or has the option to enter a
target depth directly. If frequency-source level information is not an
input, this information is retrieved from a data file. Next, own-ship
type of mission and sonar type are chosen from a list of available
options.

BT data may be entered by the operator in either metric or
* _English units. Bottom depth may also be an input, with the units being

identical to those used when entering a BT or in meters if a BT is not
input. Beam noise data may now be entered. Following this, sonar data
are retrieved from the sonar file. The five optimum frequencies (if
more than fiýe are available) on which to base detection are selected
by an optimization routine.

Bottom loss, historical BT, and shipping dersity information
are retrieved from data files based upon operator inputs. If a BT is
an input, these data are merged with the historical data. Retrieved
data, input BT, and nerged BT, if applicable, are displayed in tabular
form. The operator then has the option of viewing a graphical repre-
sentation of the BT data and/or the SVP calculated by t'-, program.

"-2
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1.4 DETAILED FUNCTIONAL R.EQUIRxZMENTS

1.4.1 Functional Requirements Introduction

1.4.1.1 Inputs. The data input to the input module are as follows:

Data Input Description

Identifier Label 20-character alphanumeric ,....rip-
tor; entered via keyboard.

Day 1- or 2-digit number; enter;1 via
keyboard.

Month I- or 2-digit number; e. -. ,'ed via
keyboard, checked to ae.-artaij if
input values are be-een I and 12
inclusive.

Year 1- or 2-digit nuxber; entered via
keyboard.

Time 4-digit number based on 24-hour
clock; entered via keyboard.

L. Latitude 1- to 4-digit number with the last
2 digits representing minutes of

' ' latitude and the first 2 (if
present) representing degrees of
latitude; entered via keyboard.

North-South This is a prompter. The operator
responds by entering number 1 if

* • the latitude previously entered
is north latitude or 2 to designate

K . south latitude; entered via key-

Sboard.

Longitude I- to 5-digit number with the last
2 digits representing minutes of

Slongitude and the first 3 (if
present) representing degrees of
longitude; entereJ via keyboard.

East-West ThiE is a prompter. The operator
responds by entering nuzber i if
the longitude previously entered

\1¼
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Data Input Description

is east longitude or 2 to desig-
nate west longitude; entered via

V, keyboard.

Maximum Range Number out to which propagation
loss is to be calculated; entered
via keyboard.

Wave Height Number entered via keyboard.

Wind Speed Number entered via keyboard.

Ship Speed Number entered via keyboard.

Target Type Selected from the following list
4 . by entering the corresponding

number via the teletype:

1) Soviet nuclear submarine-Type I
2) Soviet nuclear submarine-Type 2
3) Soviet nuclear submarine-Type 3
4) Soviet diesel Type 1 (F, R, W, Z)
5) Soviet diesel JULIETT (Type 2)
6) Soviet diesel FOXTROT (Type 3)
7) U.S. nuclear submarine-637 Class
8) Own source levels

The number entered is checked to
ascertain if its value is between
1 and 8, inclusive.

Own Source Levels This optional input is entered via
the keyboard in frequency-source
level pairs with a maximum of five
pairs acceptable.

Target Operational Mode Selected from the following list
by entering the corresponding

number via the teletype:

1) Transit
2) Area search - ASW

3) Area search - surface ships
4) Barrier
5) Convoy penetration
6) Amphibious attack
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Data Input Description

7) HVU attack
8) SSBN Operations
9) Surveillance - ASW
10) Surveillance - surface ships
11) Snorkel
12) Input own source depth

The number entered is checked to
ascertain that its value is between
1 and 12, inclusive.

Own Source Depth This optional input is a number
entered via the keyboard.

Own Ships Mission Selected from the following list
by inputting the corresponding
number via the teletype:

1) Surveillance
2) Escort
3) Trail
4) Area Sanitization
5) Amphibious assaulz protection

-',ar Selected from the following list
by inputting the corresponding
number via the teletype:

1) ANISQR-15
"2) AN/BQR-15
3) STASS
4) TACTASS
5) LAMBDA

"BT Optional input as depth, temperature
pairs with the first depth being
equal to zero and the last equal to
or greater than 300 meters. The
first and last depths are checked
to ascertain if they comply with
the above restrictions; entered via
the keyboard.

Bottom Depth Optional number entered via the
keyboard. If no BT is entered,
bottom depth units are meters. On

1-6
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Data Input Description

the other hand, if a BT is entered,
the same units are to be used for
bottom depth.

Bean Noise Optional data entered via the key-
board as a beam number followed
by frequency-level pairs for that
beam. A maximum of 24 beams and
five frequency-level pairs for
each beam are allowed with the
appropriate checks being made.

1.4.1.2 Processina. Most of the data entered into the program are
placed in the primary communication area for processing in other modules.
Target type (for those cases when frequency-source level pairs are not
entered) in conjunction with target operational mode are proress'.d by

A subrout4hne GETTGT to retrieve target information. These two items
% ,determine the data block to be read. Information retrieved includes

target radiated frequencies and source levels, target speed, broadband
noise, operating depth (if not entered directly), reliability of radiated
noise, standard deviation of noise levels for nuclear submarines, and
engine RPM for diesel submarines.

A •Subroutine SLRFQ selects the optimum target frequencies that
*. maximize acoustic performance. All frequencies emitted by the target

"are examined to determine the frequercies within the sonar frequency
limits. If there are not more than five frequencies meeting this
criteria, the subroutine returns to the main program. If SLFRQ has
found more than five frequencies within the sonar limitations, some of
those frequencies are eliminated.

In the elimination process the first step is to compare the
previously selected frequencies. Should any of these frequencies be
within 20 Hz of each other, one is eliminated. SLFRQ compares the SPLs
and their reliabilities to decide which one to eliminate. If, at any
time during this elimination process, the subroutine has reduced the
number of frequencies to five, control is returned to the mainline
program. Next in the elimination process (if the number of frequencies
is still greater than five) is the selection of the five frequencies
(from those remaining) that exhibit the highest reliabilities. SLFRQ
then returns to the mainline program with this information.

'-V

Latitude, north-south, longitude, and east-west inputs are
* used to select the geographical area for bottom loss, environmental,

and shipping density data files. The proper seasonal environmental data
file is accessed on the basis of the input month.

1-7
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Data retrieved includes: high and low frequency bottom loss
information, historical salinity-temperature data, and shipping density.
If a bottom depth is not entered, the last depth in the historical tem-
perature profile is set equal to the bottom depth. If BT data had been
entered, these data are merged with the retrieved data.

Merging techniques assume that the synoptic profile is valid
from the surface to 1500 feet, and that the historical profile is valid
at depths of 5000 feet and greater. Merging, therefore, occurs between
the 1000- and 1500-foot depth of the synoptic BTand the 5000-foot depth
of the historical data. This procedure is as follows:

4 •1. The temperature difference (AT) between the synoptic BT
(TS) and the historical profile (TH) at the bottom is
determined:

AT = TS - TH

2. Temperature at the next depth is computed by adjusting T
'..e according to a weighting factor in favor of the synoptic

observation:

TS = 0.70 AT

TS+I = TH+I + ATs

A new temperature difference is computed by comparing TS+I
and TH+1. This method continues until a depth of 5000 feet
is reachid. For example:

1500 ft TS = 70.0 TH = 68.0

T = 2.0 ATS = 1.4

2500 ft TH+l = 67.5

TS+, = 67.5 + 1.4 = 68.9

AT = 1.4 ATS = 1.0

* 4000 ft THý2 = 66.0

•-S12 = 66.0 + 1U.0 = 67.0

•T = 1.0 ATS = 0.7

L1-
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5000 ft TH+ 3 = 60.0

TS+3 = 60.0 + 0.7 = 60.7

If a bottom depth is entered, subroutine XNTERP is called to
extrapolate values of temperature and salinity to that depth. NOPTS is
the number of points in each array, and ZBOT is the bottom depth to which
the values are extrapolated. It is assumed that ZBOT is deeper than
the next-to-last point on the input depth array.

XPRESN is calculated as a weighting factor with

ZBOT - Z(NOPTS)
•.1 ~XPRESN = Z(NOPTS) - Z(NOPTS-I)

lemperature and salinity at ZBOT equal:

T(NOPTS) + XPRESN [T(NOPTS) - T(NOPTS-1)]

S(NOPTS) + XPRESN [S(NOPTS) - S(NOPTS-1)]

These extrapolated values and ZBOT are returned as the last points in
- •their respective arrays.

Function XNTF interpolates the value of a parameter for a given
X •o depth. ZF is the depth at which the interpolated value is needed. ZA

is the depth array over which the interpolation is performed, and TA is
the array of values to be interpolated. NOPTS represents the number
of points ia the depth array.

Interpolation is accomplished by a do-loop from I = 2 to
NOPTS. ZA(I) is compared with ZF until these values are equal, or until
ZF is larger than ZA(I). When equal, XNTF is set equal to TA(1). For
the case when ZF is larger:

----- I i TF = TA(I-.1) + [TA(I) - TA(I-1)] x ZF - ZA(I-1)
Z()-ZA(I-1)

Sound velocity profiles are calculated using function WILSON.
This function is called with variables Z, T, and S representing depth,

- ,temperature, and salinity, respectively.

The value returned is:

WILSON = 1449.14 + SVP + SVT + SVS + STP

1-9
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where:

SVP = 1.60272 x 10-1 P + 1.0268 x 10-5 P2 + 3.5216

x 10- 9 p 3  3.3603 x 10 P

SVT = 4.5721T - 4.4532 x 10-2 T2 - 2.6045 x 10-4 T3

+ 7.9851 x 10-6 T 1

SVS = 1.39799(S35) + "..69202 X2

STP = 1.579T P(S35) + 7.7016 x 10-5 P(S35)

- 1.2943 x 10 P (S35) - 1.244 x 10-2 T(S35)

-7 2 -8
+ 7.7711 x 10 P (S35) + 3.158 x 10 TP(S35)

S-8 3 0-6 2

+ 4.5283 x 10 T P + 7.4812 x 10 T

-4 -10 3
- 1.8607 x 10 T P - 1.9646 x 10 T P

.'-9 2 2 -7 2
+ 1.8563 x 10 T P - 2.5294 x 10 T P

where:

S35 = S - 35

--' -7 2
P = 1.03 + 0.1025Z + 2.5 x 10 Z

Deep sound channel and surface layer depths are calculated by
subroutine TWDPT. All the velocities are compared with each other to
ascertain the one that is the minimum. The depth at which this velocity
occurs is called the deep sound channel depth. Before proceeding a
check is made to determine if the profile is essentially isovelocity.
In this instance, the deep sound channel depth is set at the bottom.
When this occurs, the layer depth is assigned to the surface. For the
other cases, sound velocities from the surface to deep sound channel
are compared to determine the maximum, with the surface layer depth set
equal to the depth of maximum velocity.

1.4.1.3 Outputs. The data output by the input module includes a tabular
presentation of the retrieved bottom loss, environmental, and shipping
density, temperature graph, and sound velocity profiles. For examples,
see pages 2-86 through 2-88.

"1-10
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1.5 PROGRAM DESIGN

1.5.1 Function Allocation The input module requests and accepts the
TASSRAP II OB program from the operator. In addition there are provi-
sions that enable the operator to enter data directly thereby counter-
manding retrieved data. Retrieved data such as bottom loss province,
salinity, temperature versus depth, and shipping intensity, however,
cannot be totally countermanded by the operator. In addition to
accepting and retrieving data, the input module merges an input BT with
the retrieved data and calculates sound velocity versus depth for the
merged data, if applicable, or the historical data if no BT was entered.

1.5.2 Function Description Data input to the input module is listed
* below:

Data Input Description

Identifier Label 20-character alphanumeric descriptor,
entered via keyboard.

Day 1- or 2-digit number; entered via
keyboard.

P •Month 1- or 2- digit number; entered via

keyboard, checked to ascertain if
input values are between 1 and 12,
inclusive.

Year 1- or 2-digit number; entered via
keyboard.

Time 4-digit number based on 24-hour
clock; entered via keyboard.

Latitude 1- to 4-digit number with the last
2 digits representing minutes of
latitude and the first 2 ( if
present) representing degrees of
latitude; entered via keyboard.

North-South This is a prompter. The operator

responds by entering the number I
if the latitude previously entered is
north latitude or a 2 to designate
south latitude; entered via keyboard.

Longitude I- to 5-digit number with the last
2 digits representing minutes of

1-11
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Data Input Description

longitude ad the first 3 (if
present) representing degrees of
longitude; entered via keyboard.

East-West This is a prompter. The operator
responds by entering the number
1 if the longitude previously
entered is east longitude or a 2
to designate west longitude,
entered via keyboard.

Maximum Range Number out to which propagation
loss is to be calculated; entered

V, via keyboard.

Wave Height Number entered via keyboard.

Wind Speed Number entered via keyboard.
Ship Speed Number entered viak

ShipSpee Numer etere viakeyboard.

Target Type Selected from the following list
by inputting the corresponding
number via the teletype:
1) Soviet nuclear submarine--ype 1

2) Soviet nuclear submarine-Type 2

3) Soviet nuclear submarine-Type 3
4) Soviet diesel Type I (F, R, W, Z)
5) Soviet diesel JULIETT (Type 2)
6) Soviet diesel FOXTROT (Type 3)
7) U.S. nuclear submarine-637 Class
8) Own source levels

The number entered is checked to
ascertain if its value is between
1 and 8, inclusive.

Own Source Levels This optional input is entered via
the keyboard in frequency-source
level pairs with a maximum of five
pairs acceptable.

Target Operational Mode Selected from the following list by
inputting the corresponding number
via the tvletype:
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Data Input Description

1) e Transit
2) Area search - ASW'
3) Area search - surface ships

4) Barrier
5) Convoy penetration
6) Amphibious attack
7) HVU attack
8) SSBN Operations
9) Surveillance - ASW
10) Surveillance - surface ships
11) Snorkel
12) Input own source depth

The number input is checked to
ascertain if its value is between
1 and 12, inclusive.

' •Own Source Depth This optional input is a number
entered via the keyboard.

Own Ships Mission Selected from the following list
by inputting the corresponding

Snumber via the teletype:

1) Surveillance
2) Escort
3) Trail
4) Area Sanitization
5) Amphibious assault protection

Sonar Selected from the following list
by inputting the corresponding
number via the teletype:

1) ANISQR-15
2) AN/BQR-15
3) STASS
4) TACTASS
5) LAMBDA

BT Optional input as depth, temperature
pairs with the first depth being
equal to zero and the last equal to
or greater than 300 meters. The
first and last depths are checked
to ascertain if they comply with
the above restrictions; enter via
keyboard.
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Data Input Description

Bottom Depth Optional number entered via the key-
board. If no BT is entered, bottom
depth units are meters. On the
other hand, if a BT is entered,
the same units are to be used for
bottom depth.

Beam Noise Optional data entered via the key-
board as a beam number followed by
frequency-level pairs fom that beam.
A maximum of 24 beans ard five
frequ.ency-level pairs for each beam
are aAllwed with the appropriate
checks being macde.

Most of the data entered into the program are placed in the
primary communication area for processing in other modules. Target
type (for those cases when frequency-source level pairs are not entered)
in conjunction with target operational mode are processed by subroutine
GETTGT to retrieve target information. These two items determine the
data block to be read. Information retrieved includes target radiated
frequencies and source levels, target speed, broadband noise, operating
depth (if not entered directly), reliability of radiated noise, standard
deviation of noise levels for nuclear submarines, and engine RPM for
diesel submarines.

Subroutine SLRFQ selects the optimum target frequencies that
maximize acoustic performance. All frequencies emitted by the targ,
are examined to determine the frequencies within the sonar frequent-
limits. If there are not more five frequencies meeting this criter-',,
the subroutine returns to the main program. If SLFRQ has found more
than five frequencies within the sonar limitations, some of the
frequencies are eliminated.

Data required by the other modules that are generated by the
input module are stored in the primary communications area. The follow-
ing describes these data as they appear in the primary communication area:

LABEL - Alphanumeric label of up to 20 characters including spaces;

entered by operator.

ITLME - Time group. 24-hour clock; entered by operator.

IDATE - Date group. Day, month, and year; operator input.

•AT - Latitude. Four digits (0000-9000) with the last two being
minutes; operator input.
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INS - Integer to denote north(1) or south(2) latitude; operator
input.

"LON - Longitude. Up to five digits (00000-18000) with the last
two being minutes; operator input.

IEW - Integer to denote east(i) or west(2) longitude; operator

input.

RANGE - Maximum range in nautical miles; operator input.

WH - Wave height in feet; operator input.

BOTZ - Depth of ocean in meters; operator input.

SS - Own-ship speed in knots; operator input.

WS - Wind speed in knots; operator input.

I lB - Integer representation of the bottom loss class. Obtained
from environmental file. Bits 8-11 of this variable contain
the value of the low frequency tottom loss class; bits 12-15
contain the value of the high frequency bottom loss class.

ITGT - Integer representation of the target type; operator input.

ITOM - Integar representation of the target operational mode.

IST - Integer representation of own-ship type mission.

ISONAR - Integer representation of type sonar system; operator input.

FREQ - Frequencies and SPLs on which to optimize; selected from target
file based upon target type: maximum of five frequencies -
.row 1 contains frequencies; row 2 contains SPL.

INUMFRQ - The number of frequencies contained in the target frequency
file and in the noise data file.

STGTDEP - Target depth in feet.

TGTSPD - Target speed in knots.

TGTBBN - Target broadband noise.

TOWDP - Array depths on which optimization is made; selected from
sound velocity profile and limitations of array.
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INUMDPS - The number cf array depths contained in the tow depth file.

SDSC - Depth of the sound channel axis In meters; selected from the
sound velocity profile.

IPROF - Input BT or not: Yes - 1, No 2.

SLD - SoniL. layer depth in metera; ;elected from the sound velocity
profile.

DMAX -Maximum array depth in meterd.

Z - Depth of historical temperature and salinity; selected
from environmental data file.

S _ T - Historical temperatures for the various depths; selected
from envfronmental data file.

S - Historical salinity for the various depths; selected from
"environmental data file.

ZO - Depths of the in situ BT in meters; obtained from the input
BT depth.

TOB - Temperature versus depth in centigrade; obtained from the
input BT.

ZM - Depths of merged temperature and salinity; obtained from
historical data end input BT.

*! - Array of merged temperature versus depth; obtained from
historical data and input BT.

SM - Arrdy of salinity versus depth; obtained from historical
data ar•d interpolated for 3T input depths.

VM - Velocity of -oind versus depth; calculated by Wilson's
equations.

DEP - Depths of the in situ BT; operator input in meters or feet.

TEMP - Array of input temperature versus depth; operator uiput in
degrees centigrade or degrees Fahrenheit.

NOPTS - Number of data points in the retrieved data file; obtained
from data file.
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NDP - Number of points in the input BT; operator input.

NOPTM - Number of data points in the merged data file; obtained
from data file and BT input.

MOE - An indicator which denotes whether the BT data was entered
in metric or English units; 1 - metric, 2 - English.

, SHPDEN - Shipping density for a 1-degree square retrieved from
shipping density file.

NB - Number of beams for which beam noise was entered by the
operator (maximum number is 24).

NFl - Number of frequencies for which beam noise was input by
the operator (maximum number is 5).

SIBFAM - Beam numbers for beam noise entered by operator.
A

FREQN - Frequenciz3 for beam noise data input by operator:
column I contains the beams; columns 2 through 6
"contain the freouencies.

LEVELN - Level of beam noise data entered by operator:
column I contains the beams: columns 2 through 6
contain levels.

Processing by the input module includes selecting the optimum

frequency for maximizing acoustic performance, merging the input BT withp• historical data, and calculating the sound velocity from merged or
historical data.

1.5.3 Storage And Processing Allocation The input mt~dule when loaded
*4 •into memory occupies 3468 blocks of storage.

1.5.4 Program Functional Flow Diagram This section presents the general
system flow of program data and execution control in Figure 1-2.

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

S1.6.1 General The input module and associated data files are tested,
4 as they relate to various predictions provided by the program. It

should be noted that obtaining a prediction based upon the various
independent parameters is difficult. As a result, the best to be expected
is that the prediction is a "good" one. Good predictions, as comon
sense dictates, are those that are "close" to the parameter being
predicted. More precisely, the quality of the prediction is to be
evaluated in terms of unbiasedness, consistency, efficiency, and
sufficiency.
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A prediction is unbiased if its expected valuv is identical
with the parameter being predicted. If the probability for a prediction

Sto approach the parameter being predicted is 1.0, as the population of
the parameter approaches infinity, the prediction is consistent. One
prediction is more efficient than another if the variance of the first

- is less than that of the second. The concept of sufficiency entails
an accurate intuitive meaning. A prediction is sufficient if it conveys
as much information as possible about the parameter being predicted, so
that little additional information will be supplied by any other predictor.

Unbiasedness, consistency, efficiency, and sufficiency form
the basic criteria for all the tests described in the succeeding pages.

• •More quantitative criteria are applied to specific tests as necessary.

SThe main objective of the in-house testing is to establish

whether the module will produce valid outputs for various inputs for
purposes of attaining a specific objective.

1.6.2 Test Requirements While testing any module of the TASSRAP II
progra:i, the input module is tested. Testing of the target data file is to

S..ascertain if the predicted levels are in concordance with available data.

Output levels are inspected to determine whether they are within the
acceptance criteria. Environmental data files are inspected to deter-

mine if any abnormalities exist in selected BT files. The TASSRAP II
program is exercised for randomly selected areas of the world, and the
retrieved BT and calculated SVP compared with historical FNWC data. If
any abnormalities are found, NORDA should be requested to reconcile
the differences.

1.6.3 Acceptance Test Requirements Acceptance of the target data file
requires that all target levels be equal to the average level as reported

in N-WP 76-2, Submarine Acoustic Data Manual. For the BT data file,
. •, tcmperatures must agree within 0.5 degrees centigrade at and below the

main thermocline.

N
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CHAPTER 2
Module Description

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Purpose This chapter provides a detailed description of the input
module that will enable a computer analyst to understand the module and
easily modify it if necessary.

2.1.2 Scope This document is intended to provide a summary description

of the structure and functioning of the input module.

2.1.2.1 Identification. The nomenclature for this module is INPUT and
is divided into two major segments - INPUT and INPUT:OV. INPUT calls
the following major subroutines and functions: BTGRAPH, GETTGT, XNTF,

.~GETSONAR, SLFRQ, and TRWND. The overlay INPUT:OV, is loaded by INPUT
_ * after completing all required tasks. Subroutines associated with INPUT:OV

are: GETENV, TRWND, XNTERP, MERGE, XNTF, TWDPT, PFGRAPH and function
WILSON.

2.1.2.2 Module Tasks. One of the principal design features of the input

module is to accept data needed by the entire TASSRAP II program. These
data are placed in common blocks for access by other modules. Information
such as the date-time-group, latitude, and so forth are entered by the
operator when requested by the program. On the other hand, sonar type,

.*. .target type, and data of this nature are presented in a tabular form
with the appropriate selection wade by the operator. Based on input
information, subroutine GETENV retrieves hisLorical environmental data
consisting of bottom reflectivity, salinity, and temperature as a
function of depth and shipping density. If an in situ BT is entered,
these data are merged with the historical data. Wilson's equation is
used to convert the data to a sound velocity profile (SVP). Target
information such as speed, depth, radiated noise, and so forth are
retrieved from a data file by subroutine GETTGT. Fonar characteristics

• are obtained by subroutine GETSONAR. Using the data retrieved by these
N Ltwo subprograms or appropriate data inserted by the operator, the

subroutine SLFRQ selects those target frequencies that tend to maximize
detection ranges. The subroutine TWOPT calculates the surface layer
depth and deep sound channel axis.

2.2 REQUIREMENTS

X 2.2.1 Module Detailed Description

-•,. ~2.2.1.1 INTUT And INPUT:OV. In the initial portion of the module, data

are input via accept statements. These statements are siructured with a
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line number followed by the requested information (e.g., 2 Day
Table 2-1 presents the input data along with line number and variable
name.

Table 2-1. Initial Input Data For Input Module

Line Number Data Requested Variable Name

I Label LABEL
2 Day IDA
3 Month IMO
4 Year IYR
5 Time ITIME

" 6 Latitude LAT
7 North-South INS
8 Longitude LON
9 East-West IEW

10. Maximum range (nmi) RANGE
ii Wave height (ft) WH
12 Wind speed (kt) WS
13 Ship speed (kt) SS

Label, enables the operator to enter a 20-character identifier
so that various outputs may be identified. Day, month, and year represent
the time period for the information requested by the operator. Time is
employed as another identifier. The next four inputs (latitude, north-
south, longitude, and east-west) are used to determine the prediction
area. Maximum range is the maximum range to which propagation loss
calculations will be made. The remaining inputs are the parameter values
at the time of the prediction. After entering the above, there is a
provision in the routine that allows the operator to change any of the data.
To alter the data, the operator types in the appropriate line number and
the new value. This process continues until no more changes are desired.

gNext the operator selects target type, target operational mode,
own-ship type of mission, and sonar type. There are eight target types
that may be selected by the operator:

I) Soviet nuclear submarine - Type I
2) Soviet nuclear submarine - Type 2
3) Soviet nuclear submarine - Type 3
4) Soviet diesel Type I (F, R, W, Z)
5) Soviet diesel JULIETT (Type 2)
6) Soviet diesel FOXTROT (Type 3)
7) U.S. nuclear submarine - 637 Class
8) Own source levels

2-2
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Should the operator select to enter source levels directly, a
message is displayed on the CRT stating the maximum number of frequencies
is five; the program then requests the number of frequencies to be entered.
Frequency-source level data pairs are then entered. This data may be
edited in the same manner as the initial inputs. When no further mod-
ifications to the data are desired, the program continues with the target
operational mode selection.

There are 12 target operational modes selectable:

1) Transit
2) Area search - ASW
3) Area search - surface ships
4) Barrier
5) Convoy penetration
6) Amphibious attack

S7) HVU attack
8) SSBN operations
9) Surveillance - ASW
1 0) Surveillance - surface ships
11) Snorkel
12) Input own source depth

If the operator previously entered his own source levels or
elects to enter the source depth directly, the program automatically

Srequests source depth. The subroutine GETTGT is called to retrieve
target frequencies, source levels, speed, and broadband noise from the
target data file if frequency-source level pairs are not entered. In
addition, target depth is also retrieved if it is not a direct input.
Next the operator is requested to select the type of own-ship mission.
This selection provides the program with necessary information upon
which to optimize array depths and search frequencies. There are five
types of missions available to the operator:

1) Surveillance
2) Escort
3) Trail
4) Area sanitization
5) Amphibious assault protection

Finally, the operator inputs the particular towed array being

used by own ship. At present, there are five arrays programmed into this
routine with provisions to add additional arrays as they become opera-
tional. The five arrays are:

1) AN/SQR-15
* 2) AN/BQR-15

2-3
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3) STASS
4) TACTASS
5) LAMBDA

I. Following these selections, there is an option which allows
* insertion of an in situ BT. If this optior is exercised, the data may

be entered in either English or metric units. There are t.vo restrictions
on the input data. First, the initial depth must be zero and second,
the last depth must be greater than or uqual to 300 met.ars. Bottom depth
may be entered in the same unl.s as the BT input.

Subroutine BTGRAPH is called, and it displays the xiaput BT
information on the CRT. In addition to the graph, the information !.s

tabularized in a format of line number, depth, and temperature. This
, .. ' output is an aid to inspect the information for errors. The line numbers

provide an easy method for correcting a line or lines without changing
all data. This process is repeated until no changes to the BT data

'I are necessary. After completing this, an input bottom depth is displayed,
with the operator allowed to change this input.

If no BT information is entered, the above does not occur, and
~ .. the bottom depth (in meters) is an optional input after the operator

indicates an in situ BT input is not desired. At this point, measured
beamed noise for five frequencies and 24 beams may be entered. The
program accepts the number of frequencies and beams for which the data
is entered. Beam noise data is inserted via the keyboard as a beam
number, followed by all the frequency-level pairs for that beam.

Subroutine GETSONAR is called, following the beam noise section.
This subprogram retrieves characteristics and restrictions of the sonar.

routine When target frequencies and source levels are not inputs, sub-
routine SLFRQ is accessed. This subroutine is designed to select the five

:., target frequencies (if more than five are available) that maximize detection
ranges based on frequency reliability, source level, and sonar frequency

.J limitations.

4-* .At this point in the program structure, all the required

tasks of INPUT have been performed. Most of the data input by the
operator are displayed on the CRT with a provision to change any input.
If a change is desired, the program goes to the appropriate section with
the new data being entered. The program returns to the master display
to allow further changes. This mode continues until no changes are to

. *be made.

I.N•UT:OV is then overlayed on the first segment. Initially

the second segment assigns values to four variables. These variable's
are file slots to be assigned to data files within the segment. Latitude,
longitude, north-south, and east-west indicators that were entered in
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the first segment are used to calculate the appropriate ocean area. If
there are no data files available for the input latitude and longitude,
a message to that effect is displayed, and the operator is required to
enter new values for latitude, north-south, longitude, and east-west
After calculating the ocean area, the shipping density file is opened.
The sub-area is then computed with the bottom loss file opened for the
sub-area. Based upon the month input in the first segment, the appro-
priate seasonal data are opened for the sub-area.

Subroutine GETENV is called to retrieve bottom loss data.
This subroutine addresses file slot LUNOS on which ROUGH was opened.
Returned data are converted into information applicable to high and low
frequencies for use in the propagation loss calculations. GETENV is
called again to retrieve temperature and salinity versus depth data.
For this iteration, the subroutine addresses file slot LUNAT on which
the environmental file was opened. If bottom depth is not entered, the
last depth in the data file is the bottom depth. Subroutine GETENV is
called a third time to retrieve shipping density data.

If a BT is entered, the subroutine MERGE is called to merge
the historical data with the input data. In the cases when no BT is
input but a bottom depth is entered, subroutine XNTERP is called to
extrapolate the historical data to the bottom de?th. After establishing
the STD (salinity, temperature, and depth) file, function WILSON is
called to calculate the sound velocity profile. Layer depth and depth
of the deep sound channel are calculated by subroutine TWDPT after the
SVP has been calculated.

The output from this section displays high frequency bottom
loss, low frequency bottom loss, and shipping density, with the remainder
of the display being dependent on whether or not a BT is entered.
Retrieved environmental data, calculated SVP, and indicators denoting
surface layer and deep sound channel depths are presented in a tabularized
output for the case of no input BT. On the other hand, when a BT has

been entered, a tabularized output presents the input data, retrieved
data, merged data, and sound velocity for the merged data. Also, the
surface layer and deep sound channel depths are denoted.

Optional outputs from INPUT include a temperature profile
consisting of the input BT, historical BT, merged BT, and a total

temperature profile from the surface to the bottom if an in situ BT is
entered. For the cases in which no BT is entered, the output is the
historical temperature profile from surface to bottom. Also, a graph
of the SVP can be displayed in either metric or English units from the
surface to the bottom.

2.2.1.2 Subroutine BTGRAPH. Subroutine BTGRAPH is called by INPUT to
display on the CRT, the BT input by the operator as an aid in editing
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errors. Transfer variables Z, T, NOPTS, and MOE are carried along with
the call to BTGRAPH. Z is the depth array and T the temperature array
input by the operator. The number of depth-temperature pairs is
represented by NOPTS. and MOE is the input units - either in metric
or English.

Graphical limits are set depending on the units employed.
Offset, grid, and labeling routines are called, followed by labels for
the appropriate units. Plotting is then performed with interpolation
to 1500 feet (or 400 meters) if inputs are deeper.

2.2.1.3 Subroutine GETENV. Subroutine GETENV is used by INPUT:OV to
retrieve data from bottom loss, environmental, and shipping density
files. Transfer variables LUN, IBOT, and JSTAT are called with GETENV.
LUN is the channel number from which the data is read. These channels
will be LUNOS for bottom loss data, LUNAT for STD data, and LUNSN for
shipping noise data. If IBOT equals 1, bottom loss information is
retrieved; IBOT equaling 2 denotes STD data retrieval. Shipping density
information is obtained if IBOT equals 3 or 4. A value of 3 denotes
data for the Atlantic, Pacific, or Indian Oceans is to be calculated,
while a value of 4 for IBOT denotes Mediterranean Sea shipping noise.
Status of the subroutine execution is returned to INPUT:OV via JSTAT.
Table 2-2 lists the values of JSTAT and the corresponding meaning.

Table 2-2. Execution Status Indicators (GETENV)

JSTAT INTERPRETATION

1 Normal execution.

2 Data are outside file area,
or wrong seasonal file is loaded.

3 Area requested is on land.

4 Read function on data block was
not executed properly.

5 Information at beginning of a
data block does not check.

Parameters IBUF and ILOC are initialized at the beginning of
the program. Subroutine TR720 is called to read the first data block
from channel LUN. The first 11 numbers are read into variables IBUF(1) -

IBUF(I1). IBUF(1) is checked to determine if the data file is a proper
one. The next number is an ocean identifier (IHC'), and the seasonL identifier (ISEA) is sel equal to IBUG(3). Minimum and maximum latitude
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(XLATMN and XLATMX, respectively) are set equal to the floating point

equivalent of IBUF(4) and IBUF(5), respectively. Also, the floating
point values of IBUF(6) and IBUF(7) are used for the minimum (XLONMN)
and maximum (XLONMAX) longitudes, respectively. The number of data
blocks in the second section of the file is IBUF(8) and is identified
as !LBLK. IMAX is the degrees of longitude covered by the data file
and is equal to IBUF(9). JMAX is the degrees of latitude encompassed
by the file and is equal to IBUF(10). The number of data blocks in
the third section (NDBLK) is equivalent to IBUF(11). For the bottom
loss file and shipping density, there is no third section, and this
number is always zero.

vu aXLON, XLAT, and the month are checked to determine if the
values are reasonable (i.e., the month is between 1 and 12, XLON is less
than 360, and XLAT is less than 90). Also, the input latitude and long-
itude is compared with the data file latitude and longitude limits to
verify that the proper data file has been accessed. If any data fail
to pass the above checks, the appropriate error message is displayed.
JSEA is compared with ISEA. If the two values are not equal, an error
message is displayed. When using the subroutine to retrieve bottom loss
and shipping density data, the seasonal comparison is omitted.

Following the data verification, the program proceeds to read
the second section of the data file and places it in a one-dimensional
array. Latitude and longitude inputs are converted to an index denoting
the position of IREF in the array. If bottom loss data is being sought,
IB, the bottom loss variable, is set equal to IREF and is carried
through the program in the common block XDATA. Control is then returned
to INPUT:OV. When seeking shipping information, IREF is divided by the
area of a five-degree quadrangle to obtain shipping density for the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. For the Mediterranean Sea, IREF
is divided by 1-degree quadrangle. SRPDEN is set equal to the resultant
and carried in common block ENV. If IREF equals zero or 999, SHPDEN is
assigned a default value with a provision permitting the operator to
enter his own value.

' For STD information, IREF designates the appropriate data
block in the third section where the environmental profile data is
located. The program then searches for this data block, and subroutine
TR720 is called to read these data. Checks are performed on the first
three elements to ensure the proper block has been accessed. The data

4q are converted from fixed-point format to floating-point numbers and are
returned in the labeled common EN11 as variables Z, T, and S. In addition,

% the number of points on the profile (NOPTS) is also returned in this
common area.

2.2.1.4 Subroutine GETTCT. The subroutine GETTGT is called by INPUT to
retrieve target data. Transfer variablea, LUNTG and ISTAT, are carried

2-7
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U by the subroutine. LUNTG is the channel on which the target data file
is opened, and ISTAT is the execution status of the subroutine. Table
2-3 presents the status numbers and corresponding designations.

Table 2-3. Execution Status Indicators (GETTGT)

ISTAT INTERPRETATION

1 Normal retrieval accomplished
2 Invalid block number
3 Invalid target operating mode
4 Invalid limit information
5 Data file failure
6 End of file data not found
7 System I/O error

Information from the data file is read into a two-dimensional
array named IBLOCK. Various checks are made on the data to ascertain

. that the correct information is being read properly. For example, target
type (ITGT) and ..rget operational mode (ITOM), input by the operator,
are compared with the Pppropriate values in IBLOCK. Input values for
ITGT and ITOM are contained in labeled common XDATA. Target depth
(TGTDEP) equals the floating point conversion of IBLOCK (3, ITOM), and
target speed (TGTSPD) is set equal to the floating point equivalent
IBLOCK (4, ITOM). Target broadband noise level (TGTBBN), is one-tenth
the value of IBLOCK (5, ITOM), with floating point conversion of IBLOCK
(1, 5) being the prediction frequency (PRDFRQ) for this noise. The
designation for nuclear or diesel target (IDN) is IBLOCK (1, 2), with
IBLOCK (1, 3) being target type (ITYPE).

Row 6 of IBLOCK contains all the primary frequencies emitted
by the target. The next vow of data is comprised of SPL information which
corresponds to the frequencies in the previous row. Row 8 of IBLOCK
contains reliabilities corresponding to the frequencies, with the last
row containing standard deviations for the SPLs. These data are placed
intL rows 1, 2, 3, and 4 of an array called IFRQ.

Values of IFRQ, IDN, ITYPE, and PRDFRQ leave the subroutine
in a comon block named TGT which is outside the primary comunication
area.

4. 2.2.1.5 Subroutine HOLD. Subroutine HOLD is called from various locations
throughout INPUT anA INPUT:OV. HOLD acts similar to the pause command
without displaying the word pause. Striking any key other than the
RETURN key, erases and homes the display. If the RETUIN key is depressed,
a hardcopy of the CRT is i-zde before erasing and initializing the screen.
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2.2.1.6 Subroutine IOERR. The subroutine IOERR is called from numerous
locations through INPUT, INPUT:OV, and associated subroutines. Variables
called with IOERR are NAME, ISLOT, and IE. NAME is the file name where
the error occurred, ISLOT is the slot or channel number on which the
error occurred, and IE is the error number.

Thif subroutine writes to the CRT - "I/O error," IE; "on
file," NAME; and "slot number," ISLOT.

2.2.1.7 Subroutine MERGE. The subroutine MERGE is called from INPUT:OV,
as necessary, to combine an observed BT trace with the data retrieved
from a historical file. Variables BOTZ and ISTAT are transferred with
the subroutine. BOTZ is the bottom depth, and ISTAT is the subroutine
execution status. Table 2-4 presents the values of ISTAT and their
explanation which may 'e returned to INPUT:OV.

Table 2-4. Execution Status Indicators (MERGE)

ISTAT EXPLANATION

I 1.Normal execution

2 First depth does not equal
zero

3 Observed trace does not ex-
- ,tend to 300 meters or 1000
• "feet

4 Observed trace is deeper depth
than historical data

As shown in Table 2-4, there are several checks made in sub-
routine MERGE. The first point from the observed trace must equal zero,
and the last point must be for a depth of 300 meters or greater. Also,
the input BT cannot exceed the historical BT depth. Historical and
input depth, temperatures, and salinities are contained in the labeled
common ENV, along with the number of points in the historical profile
(NOPTH).

Merging techniques in this subroutine assume that the synoptic
profile is valid from the surface to 1500 feet. At depths of 5000 feet
and greater, the historical profile is assumed to be valid. Merging,
"therefore, occurs between the 1000 and 1500 "t depth of the synoptic
BT and the 5000 foot depth of the historical data. This procedure is

- ~ ~as follows:

N'. ~2-9
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1. The temperature difference (AT) between the synoptic BT
(TS) and the historical profile (TH) at the bottom is deter-
mined:

AT - TS - TH

7Wq 2. Temperature at the next depth is computed by adjusting T
according to a weighting factor in favor of the synoptic
observation:

ATs = 0.70 kT

TS+i TH+1 + AT5

A new temperature difference is computed by comparing TS+1
and TH+1. This method continues until a depth of 5000 feet
is reached. For example:

1500 ft TS = 70.0 TH - 68.0

AT = 2.0 ATs - 1.4

2500 ft TH+1 = 67.5

TS+1 - 67.5 + 1.4 - 68.9

AT - 1.4 ATs - 1.0

4000 ft TH+2 - 66.0

TS+2 = 66.0 + 1.0 - 67.0

Pi AT = 1.0 ATS - 0.7

5000 ft TH+3 60.0

T S+3 - 60.0 + 0.7 = 60.7

Subroutine XNTERP is called from MERGE as necessary. Salinity
* •values for the merged data are calculated by function X1STF.

', "Merged values for depth, temperature, and salinity are returned
as variables ZM, IM, and SM, respectiveiv, in labeled co~on EWV. In
addition, NOPTM, the number of points in the rerged profile, is returned
in the same co;on area.

2.2.1.8 Subroutine MOVFR. The subroutine MOVFR is used 6v subroutine
GETENV to move the file pointer forward. Variables LUN, IMOVE, and ISTAT

2-10
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are transferred with this subroutine. LUN is the channel number -.or-
responding to the file, IMOVE is the position to which the file pointer
is to be moved, and ISTAT is the subroutine execution status.

Variable IRNO is brought: to the subroutine via labeled common
ALTIO; however, its value is set to zero by a data statement. IRNO
is then set equal to IRNO + IMOV. This subroutine executes the position
file command (FPSFL) on channel LIN for a record length of 288 bytes
(2 x 144), with record number IRNO, zero byte count, and error code, IE.

If IE equals zero, control is returned to GETENV; otherwise,
subroutine IOERR is called, and then control is returned.

2.2.1.9 Subroutine MOVBR. The subroutine MOVBR is called by GETENV to
move the file pointer backwards. MOVBR is similar to MOVFR with the
exceptions being that IRNO is not initialized, and its value is set
to IRNO - IMOVE.

2.2.1.10 Subroutine PFGRAPH. The subroutine plots the BT data and is
used by INPUT:OV. Much of this subroutine is involved with setting
the graphical limits, drawing the grid, and placing the appropriate
labels on the grid.

If the operator enters a BT trace, the output Is three graphs
simultaneously displayed on the CRT. The first graph shows the input BT
and the first 400 meters of the retrieved BT. Input BTs in English units
are converted to metric units. On the second graph the upper 400 meters
of the merged BT are displayed, while the third graph illustrates the
entire BT from surface to bottom. If a BT is not input, the retrieved
data from surface to bottom is the only display.

2.2.1.11 Subroutine SLFRQ. The subroutine SLFRQ is called by INPUT to
-elect the optimum target frequencies which maximize acoustic performance.
Subroutine SLFRQ uses the transfer variables FREQ, INUMFRQ, LFRQLM, and
UFRQLM. FREQ is an array containing the frequencies selected by SLFRQ.
INUXTRQ is the number of frequencies in the FREQ array. LFRQLM and
UFRQLX[ are the lower and upper frequency limits of the sonar. A:1other
array use by this subroutine (IFRQ) is contained in the labeled common
block TGT. This array contains frequency, SPL, and reliability information
previously retrieved by subroutine GETTOT.

The I!RQ array (which contains all frequencies emitted by the
target) is examined to determine the frequencies within the sona-
frequency limits. If there are not more than five frequencies meeting
this criteria, tie subroutine returns to the main program. If SLFRQ
has found more thtan five frequencies within the sonar limitations, some
of those frequencies are eliiinated.

2 1
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In the elimination process, the first step is to compare the

previously selected frequencies. Should any of these frequencies be
within 20 Hz of each other, one is eliminated. SLFRQ compares the SPLs
"and reliabilities of the two frequencies in order to select the one to
save. If, at any time during this elimination process, the subroutine
reduces the number of frequencies to five, control is returned to the
mainline program. Next in the elimination process (if the number of
frequencies is still greater than five) is the selection of the five
frequencies (from those remaining) exhibiting the highest reliabilities.
SLFRQ then returns to the mainline program with this information.

INUMFRQ is set to zero if none of the available frequencies
meet the limitations of the sonar.

2.2.1.12 Subroutine TRWND. Subroutine TPVThTD executes the rewind command
on the transfer variable LUN, which is a channel number (file slot).

2.2.1.13 Subroutine TR720. Subroutine TR720 is called by GETENV to read
data. Transfer variables with this subroutine are LUN, IBUF, and ISTAT.

- LUN is the channel number from which data are read, with IBUF being a
buffer area into which the data axe read. ISTAT indicates status of the
"subroutine execution.

IBUF is dimensionalized to 144, and the value of IRNO read
from common area ALTIO is incremented by one and returned to ALTi0.
The read file command (FRDFL) is executed on channel LDN, buffer area
"IBUF, with a maximum byte count of 2 x 144, actu;al byte count, dummy
IABC, and error code, IE.

After performing the read operation, if IE equals zero, a
normal return is accomplished, otherwise subroutine IOERR is called and
then a return executed.

2.2.1.14 Subroutine £WDPT. Deep sound channel depth and surface layer
depth are calculated by subroutine TWDYT. There is also a nrovision to
calculate four tow depths which has been deactivated. TWDeT is called
by INPUT:OV with one transfer variabli (IND). There are only two values
for IND, 0 or 1, with the former indicpting tow depths are not to be
calculated, whereas the latter indicatet the opposite. Presently, TWDPT
is called with IND always equal tu zero.

Deep sound channel and layer depths are computed from the
sound velocity profile carried into the sub-cutine in common block ENV as
ZM(1) and VM(I). All the velocities are compared with each other to
ascertain the minimum one. The depth at which this velocity occurs is
called the deep sound channel depth. Before proceeding, a che:I: is made
tu determine if the profile is essentially isovelocity. In this instance,
the deep sound channel depth is set at the bottom. When this occurs,

.3 2-i2
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the layer depth is assigned to the surface. For the other cases, sound

velocities from the surface to the deep sound channel are compared to
determine the maximum value, with the surface layer depth set equal to
the depth of maximum velocity.

Deep sound channel and surface layer depths are returned to

INPUT as DSC and SLD, respectively, in common area XDATA.

Tow depths are a function of the surface layer depth, deep
sound channel depth, and maximum depth attainable by the array, DMAX,
which is contained in the common block ENV. The first computed tow
depth is directly related to the surface layer depth, and the last
three are based on the deep sound channel and DMAX. These depths are
placed in labeled common XDATA as TOWDP for use ir other portions of
INPUT:OV.

2.2.1.15 Function WILSON. Function WILSON is used to compute the speed
L of sound in water according to Wilson's equations. This function is

called with variables Z, T, and S representing depth, temperature, and
salinity, respectively.

The value returned is:

WILSON = 1449.14 + SVP + SVT + SVS + STP

where:

SVP 1.60272 xl1 P + 1.0268 x 10 P + 3.5216

x 10-9 p3_ 3.3603 x 10-12 P

-2 2 _4  3
SVT 4.5721T - 4.4532 x 10 T - 2.6045 x 10 T

S-6 T4

+ 7.985] x 10

SVS m 1.39799(S35) + 1.69202 x 10 (S35) "

STP 1.579T P(S35) + 7.7016 x 10 p(S35)
-72 -2

1.2943 x 10 P (S35) - 1.244 x 100 T(S35)
S-7 2

4- 7.7711 x 10 T (S35) + 3.158 x 10 TP(S35)

-8 3 -6 2
+ 4.5283 x 10 T P + 7.4812 x 10 T P

-'4 -1'• 3
- 1.8607 x 10 T P- 1.9646 x 10 T P

.._9 2 2 -7 2

+ 1.8563 x 10 T P - 2.5294 x 10 T P
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"where:

S35 = S - 35
j.._7 2

P = 1.03 + 0.1025Z x 10 Z

2.2.1.16 Subroutine XNTERP. Subroutine XNTERP is used by INPUT:OV and
subroutine MERGE to extrapolate values of temperature and salinity to
a bottom depth. Called along with XNTERP are transfer variables Z, T,
NOPTS, and ZBOT. Depth, temperature, and salinity arrays are Z, T, and
S, respectively; all are floating point variables in and out. NOPTS is
the number of points in each array, and ZBOT is the bottom depth to
which the values are extrapolated. It is assumed that ZBOT is deeper
than the next-to-last point on the input depth array.

XPRESN is calculated as a weighting factor with

XPRESN ZBOT - Z(NOPTS)XESN - Z(NOPTS) - Z(NOPTS - 1)

"Temperature and salinity at ZBOT equal:

I(NOPTS) + XPRESN [T(NOPTS) - T(NOPTS - 1)]

S(NOPTS) + XPRESN [S(NOPTS)- S(NOPTS - 1)]

These extrapolated values and ZBOT are returned as the last points in
their respective arrays.

2.2.1.17 Function XNTF. Function XNTF interpolates the value of aN parameter for a given depth and is used primarily by subroutine MERGE
to calculate salinity. Transfer variables ZF, ZA, TA, NOPTS are carried
along with the function. ZF is the depth at which the interpolated value
is performed, and TA is the depth array over which the interpolated value
is needed. ZA is the depth array of values to be interpolated. NOPTS
represents the number of points in the depth array.

4f)

interpolation is accomplished by a do-loop from I = 2 to
NOPTS. ZA(I) is compared with ZF until these values are equal or ZF
is larger than ZA(I). When equal, XNFT is set equal to TA(I). For
the case when ZF is larger:

XNTF = TA(I - 1) + [TA(I) - TA(I - 1)] x r ZF ZA(I -)

-Z(I ZA(I _-I

2.2.2 Module Flow Diagrams This section contains flow diagrams for INPUT
(Figure 2-1) and INPUT:OV (Figure 2-2), along with the major functions

and subroutines in the input module.
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2.2.3 Input Module Data Design

_ 4 2.2.3.1 Data Files, There are four data files associated with the
input module as shown in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5. Input Module Data Files

DATA FILE DESCRIPTION

Target Data File This file is a binary file contain-
ing integer precision data. Each
record (block) of this file is 99
words long (9 rows by 11 columns).

Salinity-Temperature This file is a binary file con-
Versus Depth File taining integer precision data.

Each record (block) of this file
is 144 words in length.

Bottom Loss Data File This file is a binary file contain-
ing integer precision data. Each
record (block) of this file is
144 words in length. Bits 8-11

_ of the bottom index contain the
value of the low frequency
bottom loss province (BLP). Bits
12-15 contain the value of the high
frequency BLP.

Shipping File This file is a binary file contain-
ing integer precision data. Each
record (block) of this file is
144 words in length.

2.2.3.1.1 Target Data File. The target data file is shown in Table 2-6.
This data file contains target information as a function of target type
and operational mode. There is one block of information for each target
type with each block composed of 99 words of integer precision data. A
block (or record) has 11 columns by 9 rows.

The first row of a data block contains administrative infor-
mation. Column one is the block number while column two indicates whether
the block contains data corresponding to a nuclear or diesel target.
Target type (TYPE 1, 2, or 3) is found in column three. Column four
contains an index corresponding to the number of valid operational modes

4 for the target. The fifth column contains the frequency used for predicting
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detection ranges for broadband noise. The sixth column contains an
index which indicates the number of frequencies in the target data block.
Columns seven through 1i of the first row are not used.

"ndexes correnponding to valid operational modes for the

target are in the second row. If any column has an inden of zero, this
indicates an invalid operational mode for the target in question. The
next row of the data block constitutes operational depths for the target.
These are depths at which the target will be most commonly found for the
corresponding operational mode. Row number four contains typical operat-
ing speeds for the target operational mode in question. The next row is
broadband noise levels corresponding to the target overaýional mode.

The sixth row in the data block contains frequencies emitted
by the target, with the next row being the SPLs that correspond to these
frequencies. Reliabilities for the target emitted frequencies (0-100%)
comprise the eighth row. The last row of the data block contains either
standard deviations or values for engine revolutions per minute (RPM).
If the target is a nuclear submarine, then c:his row contains standard
deviations corresponding to the sound pressure levels, whereas this row
contains engine RPM values (which determine tne frequencies) for diesel
submarine targets.

Rows five through nine are ten times greater than the actual
values. Reliability (row 8) is equal to zero if no reliability value is
available. Standard deviations or engine RPM values are not available if
equal to zero.

2.2.3.1.2 Salinity-Temperature Versus Depth File. Seasonal environ-
mental data files have beep established for the northern hemisphere of
"the Atlantic and Pacific Ocaans, the northern portion of the Indian Ocean,
and the complete Mediterranean Sea. The major ocean basins are divided
into convenient geographical areas, with each area further subdivided into
1-degree quadrangles. Each quadrangle is represented hy an array of
temperature and salinity values at standard depths from the surface to
the bottom.

The northern hemisphere portion of the Atlantic Ocaan is sub-
divided into five major areas, and the Pacific Ocean is subdivided into

"S.' seven major areas. Boundaries of the North Atlantic and the North Pacific
are shown in Figure 2-3, and the geographical locations of the environ-
mental boundaries for these areas are shown in Table 2-7. The northern
portion of the Indian Ocean is subdivided into two major ocean areas,
and their boundaries are show in Figure 2-4. As the Mediterranean Sea
is small in comparison to the other areas, it is not subdivided into
additional areas.

There are 60 salinity-temperature versus depth data files. E-ch
file is assigned a file name comprised oi seven letters based upon
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geographic area and season. The first three letters refer to the ocean
area (i.e., ATL-Atlantic, PAC-Pacific, IND-Indian, and MED-Mediterranean
Sea), with the next letter indicating the ocean subdivision. Because the
Mediterranean Sea is not subdivided, there are only six letters in its
file name. A three-letter suffix specifies the season of the year (i.e.,
WIN-winter, SPR-spring, SUN-summer, and FAL-fall). Thus, the salinity-
temperature data for the Pacific Ocean area B during the summer season
would be found in the file named PACBSUM.

Table 2-7. Geographical Location of North Atlantic and
North Pacific Environmental Data File

SOUTHERN NORTHERN EASTERN WESTERN
AREA BOUNDARY BOUNDARY* BOUNDARY* BOUNDARY*

(deg-min) (deg-min) (deg-min) (deg-min)

AT£LA 25-00 39-59 NC NC
ATLB 40-00 49-59 NC NC
ATLC 50-00 NC NC NC
ATLD 10-00 24-59 NC NC
ATLE 0-00 9-59 NC NC
PACA 30-00 49-59 NC 179-59
PACB 15-00 29-59 NC 179-59
PACO 30-00 49-59 180-00 NC
P4,CD 15-00 29-59 180-00 NC
PACE 50-00 NC NC NC
PACF 0-00 14-50 NC 169-59
PACG 0-00 14-59 170-00 NC

•*NC denotes no conflict with another boundary.

Each data file is composed of three sections. The first section
is the "administrative" information necessary for the program to access

the proper bathythermograph (BT) information. Section two consists of
the reference numbers which the program uses as a pointer to extract the
salinity, temperature, and depth (STD) information contained in the
third section. All data blocks in each section are composed of 144

* integers; unused locations are filled with zeroes. Each block is the same
length which simplifies the programming necessary to extract the desired
data.

One data block constitutes the first section of the file. Only
the first 11 integers of this block are significant, with the remaining
133 integers being zero.

Ii Limit block 18035 - signifies beginning of a data file
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12 Coding block identifying ocean area:

Pacific = 29779
Atlantic = 7395
Mediterranean = 17748
Indian = -26283

13 Season contained in data file

Winter = 1 January-March
Spring = 2 April-June
Summer = 3 July-September
Fall = 4 October-December

_ 14 Lowest limit of latitude covered by data file

15 Maximum latitude limit of data fiie

16 Lowest limit of longitude covered by data file

17 Maximum longitude limit of data file

18 Number of data blocks in second section

19 Number of degrees longitude covered by data file

110 Number of degrees latitude covered by data file

III Number of BT records in section three

In the second section, the number of data blocks; varies due to
the number of profiles necessary to provide complete coverage of the
geographical area. For each block the first two integers are identifiers:

Ji Ocean area designator and is equivalent to 12 from

sectirn one

J2 Data block number

The remaining 142 integers are reference numbers fcr the ?rofiles.

Depth, temperature, and salinity values are in the third section.
As in the second section, the number of data blocks is variable. Infor-
mation in each data block is as follows:

KI Area identifier (equivalent to 12 and Jl)

K2 Reference number of the data block

K3 Season identifier
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-K4 Number of depth, temperature, and salinity trios in the
data block

1K5 Water temperature at the surface in degrees centigrade
multiplied by ten

(K6 Salinity at the surface in parts per thousand (0/00)
multiplied by ten

1K7 Next profile depth in meters (this is usually 10 meters)

-K8 Temperature at this depth in degrees centigrade times 10

S1K9 Salinity at this depth in 0/00 times 10

This sequence of depth, temperature, and salinity continues
through the final set of numbers. Remaining spaces in the data block are
filled with zeroes.

To access the requested profile, the computer arranges the
% t.reference numbers in a one-dimensional array. Based on the input latitude

and longitude, the computer counts through the array until the requested
1-degree quadrangle is reached. The reference number in this location
is assigned to a variable name. The computer searches the third block
of data for the reference number. Upon finding the reference number, the

A . data are read into a depth, temperature, and salinity file. This file is
then used to generate an SVP.

2.2.3.1.3 Bottom Loss Data File. Data files containing bottom loss
information have been developed for the same areas as the STD files.
Construction of the bottom loss files is similar to that of the STD files.
All areas, sub-areas, and quadrangle divisions are equivalent between
the files. Each quadrangle is represented by the bottom loss classifica-
tion associated with that location. Both the five-value classification
used by the FACT model at low frequencies and the nine-value classifica-
tion employed for higher frequencies are stored for each 1-degree
quadrangle. Bottom loss files are named in the same manner as the ST
files except there is no seasonal dependence, and the final three letters
on each file are bottom loss province (BLP). Thus, the bottom loss file
for the Atlantic Ocean area E would be named 4TLEBLP.

Each data file is composed of two sections. As with the STD
files, the first section contains the administrative information and is
a single data block, and the second is the bottom loss values. In the
administrative block, only the first ten integers are significant, with
the remaining 134 being zeroes. These integers are equivalent to 11-110
of the STD file, except for 13 which is the season identifier. Because
there is no seasonality to the bottom loss files, this integer is equal
to 5 in the bottom loss files. The first two integers of each block in
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the second section are equivalent to Jl and J2 of the STD file, with the
remaining integers being the bottom loss values. These values are 16

times the bottom loss province for low frequency plus the high frequency
bottom loss value.

To access the bottom loss information, the province numbers
are arranged in a one-dimensional array, with the computer counting
through the array, based on input longitude and latitude, until reaching
the requested area.

2.2.3.1.4 Shipping Noise Data File. Shipping noise information is
contained in data files for the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans as
well as the Mediterranean Sea. These files are similar in construction
to the bottom loss files except there is only one data file for each

V ocean area. The Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Ocean files have been

subdivided into 5-degree quadrangles, with the Mediterranean Sea file
26 having 1-degree subdivisions. Each quadrangle is represented by a

historical average for the number of large merchant ships and fishing
vessels. Shipping noise files are named in the same manner as the
bottom loss files except there are no subdivisions within an ocean area,

N and the last four letters are: SHIP. Thus, the Pacific shipping noise
file is named PACSHIP.

SEach data file is composed of two sections with the first
containing administrative information and the second the shipping values.
In the administrative block only che first ten integers are meaningful
with the remaining 134 being zeroes. These integers are equivalent to

those corresponding in the bottom loss files. The first two ±ntegers
in each block of the P.ond section also correspond to those in the
bottom loss files with the remaining being the shipping values. These
values are merchants plus one-tenth of the fishing vessels; the sum

times 100.

Tc access the shipping information, the province numbers are
arranged in a one-dimensional array with the computer counting through
the array, based on input longitude and latitude, until reaching the
requested area.

2.2.3.2 Tables. The following are the data base tables and arrays used
by the TASSRAP 11 input module with the size and type of each array
denoted in the parenthesis (e.g., T (50) - 50-element, single-dimension
array). Arrays with mnemonic names beginning with the letter I, J, K.
L, M, or N, with the exception of LEVELN, contain integer precision data
(one 16-bit word). All other arrays contain standard precision floating
point data (two 16-bit words):

DEP (31) - Depths of the in situ BT; operator input in meters or
feet.
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FREQ (2, 5) - Frequencies and SPLs on which to optimize detection
performance selected from target file based upon target
type: row 1 contains frequencies, row 2 contains SPLs.

FREQ (24, 6) - Frequencies for beam noise data input by the operator:
column 1 contains the beam numbers; columns 2 through
6 contain the frequencies.

IBEAM (24) - Beam numbers for beam noise; operator input.

IFRQ (4, 11) - An intermediate frequency file containing frequency,
SPL, and reliability information.

LABEL (10) - Alphanumeric label up to 20 characters inclij.1ing spaces;
operator input.

LEVELN (24, 6) - Level of beam noise for each frequency input by
operator: column I contains beam number; columns 2
through 6 contain levels.

S (50) - Historical salinity in parts per thousand for the various
depths; selected from environmental data file.

SM (50) - Array of salinity in parts per thousand versus depth;
obtained from historical data and interpolated for BT
input depths.

T (50) - Historical temperatures in degrees centigrade for the
various depths; selected from environmental data file.

TEMP (31) - Array of input "emperature versus depth; entered by
operator in degrees centigrade or degrees Fahrenheit.

TM (50) - Array of merged temperature versus depth; obtained
from historical data and input BT.

TOB (31) - Entered temperature versus depth in degrees centigrade.

VM (50) - Velocity of sound versus depth; calculaLed by Wilson's
equations.

Z (50) - Depth of historical temperature and salinity; selected
from environmental data file.

LM (50) - Depths of merged temperature and salinity; obtained
from historical data and input RT.

ZO (01) - Depths of the in situ BT in meters; obtained from the
input BT depth.
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2.2.3.3 Variables. Variables and constants in the data base used by
the input module are included in the following list along with a detailed
description of each. Names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integer
precision variables (one 16-bit word); all others contain single precision
floating point data (two 16-bit words). The variable LFRQLM also contains
two-word floating point data.

BOTZ - Depth of ocean in meters or feet. This variable may be
operator input or retrieved from data file.

DSC - Depth of deep sound channel.

- •IDA - Numerical value of the day; operator input.

IDATE - Date group (day, month, year); operator input.

IHFBLP - High frequency bottom loss province.

ILFBLP - Low frequency bottom loss province.

IMO - Numerical value of the month; operator input.

INUMFRQ - Number of target frequencies read in target data file.

ISEA - Season read from data file.

ITIME - Time group, twenty-four (24) hour clock; operator input.

ITYPE - Target type.

IYR - Numerical representation of year; operator input.

-- N JMAX - Maximum number of degrees of latitude in data files.
e.

JSEA - Numerical value of season calculated from input month.

LAT - Latitude, four digits (0000-9000) with the last two being
minutes; operator input.

LFRQLM - A floating point variable which contains the lower frequency
limit of the sonar.

LON - Longitude, up to five digits (00000-18000) with the last
two being minutes; operator input.

NB - Number of beams for which measured noise is to be an input.

SNDP - Number of data points in input BT.
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NF - Number of input target frequencies.

NF1 - Number of input beam noise frequencies.

NPOINT - Number of points in historical array covered by input data.

NZP - NDP + 1

PRDFRQ - Predicted frequency.

RANGE - Maximum range in nautical miles; operator input.

SLD - Surface layer depth in meters; selected from sound velocity
profile.

SHPDEN - Shipping density.

SS - Own-ship speed in knots; operator input.

TGTBBN - Target broadband noise; retrieved from target data file.

TGTDEP - Target depth in feet; retrieved from target data file or

operator input.

TGTSPD - Target speed in knots; retrieved from target file.

UFRQLM - Upper frequency limit of a sonar.

VELDSC - Velocity at deep sound channel.

VELSLD - Velocity at surface layer depth.

WH - Wave in feet; operator input.

, WS - Wind speed in knots; operator input.

XDEP - Depth of input BT modified from previous input.

XLATMN - Minimum latitude covered by a data file.

XAIAMX - Maximum latitude covered by a data file.

XLONMN - Minimum longitude covered by a data file.

eXLONI - Maximum longitude covered by a data file.

1 XTEMP - Temperature value of input BT modified from previous inputs.

2.2.3.4 Flags. There are several flags used by the input module and

associated subroutines in the data base. The following is a list and
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detailed description of each flag. All flags are integer precision
variables:

IDN - Integer which indicates whether the target data retrieved from
TGTFL are for a diesel or a nuclear submarine: D = diesel,
N = nuclear.

IEW - Integer to denote east (1) or west (2) longitude; operator input.

INS - Integer to denote north (1) and south (2) latitude; operator
input.

IPROF - Denotes whether or not a BT was entered: I = input, 2 = no
input.

ITYPE - Integer correlating target type to the re-, .eved target data.

MOE - An indicator which denotes whether the BT data was entered in
metric or English units: 1 - metric, 2 - English.

2.2.3.5 Indexes. All the indexes used in the data base are integer
precision variables (one 16-bit word); each index is listed below along
with a detailed description:

IB - Integer representation of the bottom loss class; obtained
from environmental file. Bits 8-11 of this variable contain
the value of the low frequency bottom loss class, and bits
12-15 contain the value of the high frequency bottom loss
class.

INUMDPS - the number of array depths contained in the tow depth file.

INUMFhRQ - The number of frequencies contained in the target frequency
file and in the noise data file.

- -sk, ISONAR - Integer representation of type of sonar system; operator

Sinput.

S N IST - Numerical value representing own-ship type of mission.

ITGT - Integer representation of the target type; operator input.

N? ITOM - Integer representation of the target operational mode;
operator input.

-JI (10) - An array of indexes used by the BT data input routine.
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NOPTM - Number of data points in the merged data file; obtained
from data file and BT input.

NOPTS - Number of data points in retrieved data file; obtained
from data file.

NDP - Number of points in an input BT; operator input.

2.2.3.6 Common Data Base Reference. This subsection provides a list
of all references to local and common data base items and location of
"each reference. The list is divided in three parts which parallel
subsections 2.2.3.2, 2.2.3.3, and 2.2.3.4. Those items carried through
in the primary communications area arLe denoted PCA.

DEP (31) - PCA, INPUT, BTGRAPH, INPUT:OV

FREQ (2, 5) - PCA, SLFRQ

FREQN (24, 6) - PCA, INPUT

IBEAM (24) - PCA, INPUT

IFRQ (4, 11) - Labeled common TGT, GETTGT, SLFRQ

LABEL (10) - PCA, INPUT

LEVELN (24, 6) - PCA, IN-PUT

S (50) - PCA, INPUT:OV, GETENV, MERGE, XNTER?, WILSON, XNTF

Si• (50) - PCA, INPUT:OV, GETENV, MERGE, WILSON, XNTERP, XNTF

T (50) - PCA, INPUT:OV, GETENV, MERGE, XNTIRP, XNTF, PFGRAPH,
WILSON

TEMP (31) - PCA, INPUT, BTGRAPH, INPUT:OV

TM (50) - PCA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, XNTERP, XNTF, PFGRAPH, WILSON

TOB (31) PCBA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, PFGRAPH

VM - PCA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, WILSON, TW'DPT

Z - PCA, INPUT:OV, GETENV, MERGE, WILSON, PFGRAPH, XIN'TERP,
X NTF

ZM - PCA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, WILSON, PFGRAPH, XNTERP, XNTF
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ZO - BOA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, PFGRAPH

BOTZ - BOA, INPUT, INBUT:OV, GETENV, PFGRAPH

DSC - BOA, INFUT:OV, TWDPT

IB - BOA, INBUT:OV, GETENV

IDA - PCA, INPUT

IDAIE - BOA, INPUT

IHPBLP - INPUT:OV

ILFBLP - INPUT: OV

I.MO - INPUT, INPUT:OV

IN(JFRQ - BOA, GETTOT, SLFRQ

ITIME - BCA, INPUT

ITYPE - Coxmmon TGT, GETTGT

IYR - INPUT

JSEA - Com~mon TEMP, INBUT:OV, GETENY

LAT - POA, INPUT, INPUT:OV

LFRQLMi - GETSONAR

ALON - BOA, INPUT, INBUT:OV

NB - BOA, INPUT

NDP - BOA, INPUT, INPUT:OV

NP - INPUT

NF1 - POA, INPUT

NIBOINT - MfERGE

NZP - INPUT:OV

PRDFRQ - Common TOT, GETTGT, SLFRQ
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RANGE - PCA, INPUT

SLD - ?CA, TWDPT, INPUT:OV

SHPDEN - PCA, GETENV, INPUT:OV

SS - PCA, INPUT

TGTBBN - PCA, GETTGT

TGTDEP - PCA, GETTGT, INPUT

TGTSPD - PCA, GETTGT

UFRQLM - GETSONAR

VELDSC - TWDPT

VELSLD - TWDPT

W1- CA IPU

WE - PCA, INPUT

XDEP - INPUT

XU.ATI4N - GETENV

XLATMX - GETENV

XLONMN - GETENV

XLONMX - GETENV

XTEŽlP - INPUT

IB - PCA, GETENV, INPUT:OV

INUlfFRQ - PCA, GETTGT, SLFRQ

ISQNAR - PCA, INPUT

1ST - PCA, INPUT

ITGT - PCA, INPUT

ITOM - PCA, INPUT, GETTGT
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1J (10) - INPUT

NOPTM - PCA, INPUT:OV, MERGE, TWDPT

NOPTS - PCA, INPUT:OV, GETENV, XNTERP, XNTF, PFGRAPH, TWDPT

Sok NDP - INPUT

2.3 INPUT/OUTPUT FORMATS All inputs to the input module are entered via
accept statements. Pages 2-52 through 2-62 present I/0 when the operator
is employing the automatic mode while pages 2-63 through 2-88 present I/O
when every input option is exercised. To make entries, the operator
answers the questions presented or responds to a prompter. The examples
presented on the succeeding pages illustrate the program output and the
appropriate operator response.

2.4 REQUIRED SYSTEM LIBRARY SUBROUTINES

SYSTEM SUBROUTINE NMAE USED) DOCUMENT REFERENCE

AINT (truncation of real number) INPUT:OV Data General FORTRAN IV
User's Manual

AM-AX1 (choose maximum value of INPUT:OV Data General FORTRAN IV
real numbers) User's Manual

AMINI (choose minimum value of INPUT:OV Data General FORTRAN IV
real numbers) User's Manual

SFLOAT (convert from integer (ETTGT Data General FORTRAN IV
to real) GETENV User's Manual

SLFRQ

IABS (absolute value of SLFRQ Data General FORTRAN IV
integer) GETENV User's Manual

IFIX (convert from real to GETENV Data General FORTRAN IV
integer by truncation) User's Manual

INT (convert from real to IN!PUT:OV Data General FORTRAN IV
integer by multiplying the User's Manual
sign of the argument by
the largest integer)

2.5 CONDITIONS FOR INITIATION This section describes the system con-
ditions that must be met for each subroutine to be initiated. For
those routines that are always initiated, the word "UNCONDITIONAL" is
shown.
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BTGRAPH - This subroutine is used whenever the operator elects to
enter an in situ BT.

XNTF - This subprogram is only initiated if the operator elects
to enter a BT.

GETTGT - This subroutine is not used when the operator chooses to
enter target depth and source levels.

GETSONAR - UNCONDITIONAL

SLFRQ - This subroutine is not initiated if the operator enters
source levels (i.e., TARGET TYPE - 8).

IOERR - This subroutine is initiated whenever an input/output error
is detected.

GETENV - UNCONDITIONAL

XNTERP - UNCONDITIONAL

MERGE - This subroutine is only used if an in situ BT was entered.

WILSON - UNCONDITIONAL

TWDPT - UNCONDITIONAL

PFGRAPH - This subroutine is initiated when the operator elects to
obtain a temperature profile graph.

I TRWND - UNCONDITIONAL

MOVFR - UNCONDITIONAL

MOVER - UNCONDITIONAL

TR720 -UNCON IINAL

2.6 MODULE LIMITATIONS

2.6.1 Input Module The following information pertains to limitations

and units corresponding to the parameters which are entered by the
TASSRAP II operator.

All "units of data" questions have the following codes for
responses:

I ,- metric
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2 = English

All yes/no questions have the following codes for responses:

I yes

0= no

These r-sponses are checked to ascertain that a 1 or 0 has been entered.
If the check fai.s, an error message is printed with the operator required'
to reenter his response.

All inputs are listed below along with any limitations:

Label - An alphanumeric label up to 20 characters.

Day - An integer value corresponding to the day--- •(1-31).

Month - Numerical value of the month (1-12). This
value is used to calculate the season in the
retrieval of environmental data and is checked
to determine its value between 1 and 12.

Year - A two-digit integer corresponding to the
year (e.g., 77).

Time - Integer representation of the time group,
24-hour clock (e.g., 1500).

Latitude - The latitude in degrees and minutes; a four-

digit integer between 0000 and 9000 (e.g.,
1 -4400 - 44 degrees 00 minutes).

North(1)-South(2) - Denotes north or south latitude: 1 - north,
2 - south.

Longitude - The longitude in degrees and minutes, a five-
digit integer between 00000 and 18000 (e.g.,
15930 - 159 degrees 30 minutes).

4 East(1)-West(2) - Denotes east or west longitude: 1 - east,
2 - west.

Maximum Range - The maximum range to be used in calculating
acoustic performance predictions. The units
of this input are nautical miles (e.g., 100.0).
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Wave Height - The wave height in feet (e.g., 4.5).

Wind Speed - The wind speed in lnots (e.g., 15.3).

Ship Speed - Own-ship speed in knots (e.g., 4.8).

Target Type - A numerical index (1-8) corresponding tj
the target type of interest (e.g., tirget type
1 - Soviet nuclear Type 1). If the uverator
enters an invalid index, the prograr. will
display an error message and allow the
operator to reenter his selection.

Target Operational Mode A numerical index (1-13) corresponding to
the target operational mode of interest (e.g.,
target operational mode I - transit). If an
invalid entry is made, the program displays
an error message and allows the operator to
reenter his selection.

Type of Mission A numerical index (1-5) corresponding to
own-ship type of mission (e.g., type of
mission I - surveillance). If an invalid

-•entry is made, the program displays an error
message and allows the operator to reenterthe mission type.

Sonar Type - A numerical index (1-5) corresponding to
own-ship sonar type (e.g., sonar type 1
kN/SQR-15). If the operator enters an invalid
index, the program will display an error
message and allow the operator to reenter the
sonar type.

BT Input - If the operacor chooses to input his own BT,
IN the following cestrictions apply to the data:

(1) The first depth entered wust be zero.

"q ' (2) The last depth entered maist be 300 meters
or greater, or 1000 ftet or greater.

The operator can enter data in either metric
or English units. Data should be accurate to
the nearest foot or meter and to a tenth of a

A ydegree.
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Bottom Depth - Optional input for ocean depth. If the
operator entered a BT, ocean depth is entered
in the same units as the BT. If no BT is
entered, the units are meters.

Input Own Source Levels If the operator chooses to enter his own
source levels, he responds with a target
type index of 8. The operator enters the
data in frequency-source level pairs. Data
should be accurate to the nearest tenth of a
decibel. The operator may enter a maximum of
five frequencies.

Input Measured Noise The operator may enter measured beam noise
-~ for up to five frequencies and up to a

maximum of 24 beams. Data should be accurate
to a tenth of a hertz and to the nearest tenth

t of a decibel.

-' •!Input latitude and longitude ari compared with the data file
limits. If no data files exist for these inputs, the operator is required
to enter new values.

2.6.2 Subroutine GETENV There are numerous checks performed throughout
this subroutine. When the first block of a data file is read, the first
number is checked to determine if a valid file is being read. Longitude
must have values between -360 and 360; latitude is also examined to have
values between -90 and 90, the only ones accepted. If one of the above
conditions is not satisfied, control is returned to INPUT:OV. As the
data from the second section are read, the first two numbers are checked
against predetermined values. For unequal conditions, an error status
message is printed and control returned to INPUT:OV. The same applies
for data read from the third section, except that the first three numbers
are checked.

2.6.3 Subroutine MERGVE In this subroutine, there are three conditions
which must be met. First, the initial depth of the input BT equals zero.
Second, the synoptic BT is required to be greater than or equal to 300
meters. Finally, the BT cannot exceed the retrieved data.

2.6.4 Subroutine GETTGT Several tests are made in thi6 subroutine of
the data retrieved. The first piece of data read is checked to deter-
mine if it is equal to the type of target selected. Should the condition
not be fulfilled, an error message is printed out stating an invalid
block number was read. Next, the data are checked to be either an "N"
or "D" with the message "data file failure" printed if there is no
"verification. Target operational mode is tested to be between I and Ii,
while the third data should equal the target operational code entered by
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the operator. For neither condition being true, "Invalid tgt op. mode"
is an output. Finally, the number of frequencies is checked to ascertain
if a data file exists.

2.6.5 Subroutine IOERR This subroutine is employed whenever there is
an error in executing the commands FGTS, FOPFL, and FCLFL and is described
in section 3.1.
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CHAPTER 3
Data Base Design

3.1 INTRODUCTION This chapter discusses the tables, variables, indexes,
flags, and constants employed in the input module. These items have been
assigned a mnenomic which for the most part follows a labeling convention
of abbreviating the original name. There are some items, however, named
during program editing with the only criteria placed on the name being
that of singularity.

3.1.1 Purpose It is the purpose of this chapter to provide a detailed
description of the variables, indexes, flags, and constants employed in
"the input module.

3.1.2 Scope The descriptions in this chapter in conjunction with the
other chapters in this document are designed to enable a program analyst to
fully understand the input module.

3.2 TABLES This section contains a detailed description of each table

used in the input module.

3.2.1 TabJe Name

Depth (DEP)

"Frequency (FREQ)

Frequency of beam noise (FREQN)

Beam (IBEAM)

Block of data (IBLOCK)

Buffer (IBUF)

Intermediate frequency file (IFRQ)

Working storage ftr frequencies (IWSFRQ)

Label (LABEL)

Level of beam noise data (LEVELN)

Salinity (S)

Merged salinity (SM)
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Temperature (T)

Temperature input (TEMP)

Historical temperature (THIS)

Merged temperature (TM)

Input temperature in degrees
centigrade (TOB)

Velocity (VM)

Depth (Z)

Historical depths (ZHIS)

Merged depth (ZM)

Depth (ZO)

3.2.2 Purpose And Type

DEP - Depths of the in situ BT; operator
input in meters or feet; variable
length.

FREQ Frequencies and SPLs on which to
optimize detection performance
selected from target file based upon
target type; variable length.

FREQN - Frequencies for beam noise data
• iS entered by the operator; variablelength.

IBEAM - Beam numbers for beam noise entered
by operator; variable length.

IBLOCK - An input buffer used by subroutine
GETTGT when retrieving target data;
fixed length.

IBUF - An input buffer used by subroutine
GETENV when retrieving environmental
data; fixed length.

3-2
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IFRQ - An intermediate frequency file con-
taining frequency, SPL, and reliability
information; fixed length.

IWSFRQ - A working storage area used in
subroutine SLFRQ; fixed length.

LABEL - Alphanumeric label up to 20 characters
including spaces entered by operator;
variable length.

LEVELN - Level of beam noise for each frequency
entered by operator; variable length.

S - Historical salinity in parts per
thcusand for the various depths;
selected from environmental data
file; variable length.

SM Array of salinity in parts per
thousand versus depth; obtained
from historical data and interpolated
for BT input depths; variable length.

T Historical temperatures in degrees
centigrade for the various depths;
selected from environmental file;
variable length.

TEMP - Array of input temperature versus
depth; input by operator in degrees
centigrade or degrees Fahrenheit;
variable length.

THIS - Historical temperature in degrees
centigrade for various depths;
variable length.

TM - Array of merged temperature versus
depth; obtained from historical data
and input BT; variable length.

TOB - Input temperature in degrees centigrade
versus depth; variable length.

VM - Velocity of sound versus depth cal-
culated by Wilson's equations;
variable length.
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Z - Depth of historical temperature
- and salinity; selected from

environmental data file; variable
length.

ZHIS - Depth of historical temperature array;
variable length.

ZM - Depths of merged temperature and
salinity; obtained from historical
data and input BT; variable length.

ZO - Depths of the in situ BT in meters;
obtained from the input BT depth;
variable length.

3.2.3 Size And Indexing Procedure Listed below are the tables and arrays

with the size and type of each array denoted in parenthesis (e.g., T (50)

-50 element, single-dimension array). Arrays with mnemonic names beginning
with the letter I, J, K, L, M, or N, with the exception of LEVELN, contain

integer precision data (one 16-bit word). All other arrays contain stand-

ard precision floating point data (two 16-bit words).

DEP (31)

FREQ (2, 5) Row 1 contains frequencies and
row 2 contains SPLs.

FREQN (24, 6) Column 1 contains beam numbers and
columns 2 through 6 contain
frequencies.

IBEAM (24)

IBLOCK (9, 11)

IBUF (145)

IFRQ (4, 11) Row 1 is frequency, row 2 is SPL,
row 3 is reliability, and row 4 is
standard deviation or RPM.

IWSFRQ (3, 11) Row 1 is frequency, row 2 is SPL,
and row 3 is reliability.

LABEL (10)

"LEVELN (24, 6) Column 1 contains beam numbers, and
columns 2 through 6 contain levels.
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S (50)

SM (50)

T (50)

TEMP (3)

THIS (50)

TOE, (31)

VM (50)

z (50)

ZHIS (50)

ZM (50)

ZO (31)

3.3 VARIABLES This section contains a detailed description of each
variable included in common or file.

3.3.1 Variable Name

Bottom depth (BOTZ)

Bottom depth (BOTZ1)

MaiuNra dph(MX

Maximum depthdpt (DMAX1)

Deepmu sndepchane (DSCX)

Fieesonchne (IBOT)

Chane ba (ICBiB)

Dhaygba (IDAB)

Date (IDAE)

Daelaouc lee (IDAELTL)

Delta reliability (IDELTARI.)
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End (IEND)

Ocean area (IHCW)

High frequency bottom loss
province (IHFBLP)

Low frequency bottom loss
province (ILFBLP)

Maximum (IMAX)

Minimum (IMIN)

Month (IMO)

Move number (IMOV)

Move number (IMOVE)

N) Number of frequencies (INUMFRQ)

Number of operational modes (INUMOP)

Reference number (IREF)

Record number (IRNO)

Season (ISEA)

File slot (ISLOT)

Temporary (ITEMP)

Time (ITIME)

Target type (ITYPE)

Year (IYR)

North-South (JLIN)

East-West (JLINI)

Maximum number (JMAX)

Season (JSEA)
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Latitude (LAT)

Low frequency limit (LFRQLM)

Longitude (LON)

Channel number (LUN)

Target file channel number (LUNTG)

Number of beams (NB)

Number of data blocks (NDBLK)

Number of data points (NDP)

Number of frequencies (NF)

Number of frequencies (NFl)

Number of data points (NNDP)

Number of points (NPOINT)

Number of horizontal increments (NX)

Number of vertical increments (NY)

Number of depth points (NZP)

Predicted frequency (PRDFRQ)

Maximum range (RANGE)

Salinity minus 35 (S35)

SSurface layer depth (SLD)

Shipping density (SHPDEN)

Ship's speed (SS)

Dummy variable (TA)

Temperature difference (TDEL)

Target broadband noise (TGTBBN)
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ITarget depth (TGTDEP)

Target speed (TGTSPD)

Highest temperature (THI)

Lowest temperature (TLO)

Maximum temperature (TMAX)

Minimum temperature (TMIN)

Upper frequency limit (UFRQLM)

Velocity at DSC (VELDSC)

Velocity at SLD (VELSLD)

Wave height (WH)

Wind speed (WS)

Depth (XDEP)

Maximum horizontal value (XHI)

' Latitude (XLAT)

Minimum latitude (XLATMN)

"Maximum latitude (XLATMX)

Minimum horizontal value (XLO)

Longitude (XLON)

Minimum longitude (XLONMN)

Maximum longitude (XLONMX)

Maximum horizontal value (KMAX)

.Horizontal increments (XMDUL)

Minimum velocity (XMIN)

Minimum depth (XCMINDP)
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STemperature (XTEMP)

Maximum vertical value (YHI)

Minimum vertical value (YLO)

Bottom depth (ZBOT)

Dummy depth (ZF)

3.3.2 Purpose And Type

BOTZ - Depth of ocean in meters or feet.
This variable may be entered by
operator or retrieved from data
file; floating point real.

BOTZI - Depth of ocean in feet, converted
if necessary from BOTZ; floating
point real.

DMAX - Maximum array depth in meters,
retrieved from sonar file; floating
point real.

DMAXI - Maximum depth for near-surface
portion of SVP graph, set in BTGRAPH;
floating point real.

DSC - Depth of deep sound channel,
calculated in TWDPT: floating point
real.

IBOT - Used as a transfer variable with
GETENV to denote which data file
is to be addressed; numeric integer.

ICHB - Beam number to be changed, input
by operator; numeric integer.

IDA - Numerical value of the day-input
by operator; fixed length.

IDATE - Date group (day, month, year),
assigned values of IDA, IMO, and
IYR; fixed length.
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ILDELTALS - A weighted difference between source
levels of two frequencies. Assigned
values in subroutine SLFRQ; numeric
integer.

IDELTARL - A weighted difference between
reliabilities of two frequencies.
Assigned values in subroutine SLFRQ;
numeric integer.

IEND - A variable which indicates the
maximum value of a "do loop" used
in SLFRQ; numeric integer data.

IHCW - Ocean area designator, read from
data file; integer data.

-IHFBLP- High frequency bottom loss province;
calculated in INPUT:OV from value
obtained in bottom loss data file;
integer data.

ILFBLP - Low frequency bottom loss province,
calculated in INPUT:OV from value
obtained in bottom loss data file;
integer data.

IMAX - Used in GETENV, equals maximum number
of degrees of longitude in data file;
integer data. Used by SLFRQ to denote
the maximum value for a "do loop."

IMIN - Used by SLFRQ to denote the starting
value for a "do loop;" integer
precision data.

IMO - Numerical value of the month entered
by the operator; integer data.

IMOV - Number of data blocks to skip to
retrieve proper STD file; calculated
in GETENV; integer data.

IMOVL - Equals IMOV, used in MOVBR or MOVFR;
integer data.

INUMFRQ - Number of target frequencies read in
target data file; integer data.
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INUMOP - Number of operational modes avail-
able for target type selected;
integer data.

IREF - Reference number in data file for
latitude and longitude input;
integer data.

IRNO - Used by GETENV as a record number
indicator; integer data.

ISEA - Season read from data file;
integer data.

ISLOT - File slot number on which an
error has occurred; integer data.

ITEMP - A temporary storage location used
by SLFRQ subroutine; numeric integer
data.

ITIME - Time group, 24-hour clock input
by operator; integer data.

ITYPE - Target type read from target data
file; integer data.

IYR - Numerical representation of year;
input by operator; integer data.

JLIN - Numerical value of north-south
indicator; converted from alpha-
numeric value in INPUT:OV; integer
data.

JLIN1 - Numerical value of east-west
indicator, converted from alpha-
numeric value in INPUT:OV; integer
data.

JMAX - Maximum number of degrees of latitude
on data files, read from data file;
int.ger data.

JSEA - Numerical value of season calculated
from input month in INPUT:OV); integer
data.
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LAT - Latitude, four digits (0000-9000)
with the last two being minutes;
entered by operator; integer data.

LFRQLM - A floating point variable which
contains the lower frequency limit
of the sonar; read from sonar file;
floating point real.

LON Longitude, up to five digits
A •(00000-18000) with the last two

being minutes; input by operator;
6 •integer data.

--* LN -Transfer v~riable for various
_ •subroutines, always equal to a

channel number; integer data.

LUNTG - Channel on which file TGTFL is opened;
integer data.

NB - Number of beams for which measured
noise is to be input; entered by
operator; integer data.

NDBLK - Number of data blocks in data file;
read from data file; integer data.

NDP - Number of data points in input BT:
entered by operator; integer data.

NF - Number of input target frequencies;
entered by operator; integer data.

NPI - Number of input beam noise frequencies;
entered by operator; integer data.

NNDP NDP + 1; used in IN'PUT:OV; integer
data.

NPOINT - Number of points in historical array
covered by input data; used in MRGE;
integer data.

NX - Number of increments in X direction;
used in plotting routines; integer
data.
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NY - Number of increments in Y direction;
used in plotting routines; integer
data.

NZP - NDP + 1; used as page counter;
integer data.

PRDFRQ - Predicted broadband frequency; read
from target file; floating point real.

RANGE - Maximum range in nautical miles;
entered by operator; floating point
real.

535 - Salinity - $15; used in WILSON;
floating point real.

SLD - Surface laser depth in meters; cal-
S. ." culated from sound velocity profile

in TWDPT; floating point real.

SHPDEN - Shipping density calculcated in
GETENV; floating point real.

SS - Own-ship speed in knots; input by
operator; floating point real.

TA - Interpolated value of a variable;
used in XNTF; floating point real.

TDEL - Temperature difference calculated in
MERGE; floating point real.

TGTBBN - Target broadband noise; retrieved
from target data file; floating
point real.

TGTDEP - Target depth in feet; retrieved from
target data file or entered by
operator; floating point real.

TGTSPD - Target speed in knots; retrieved
from target file; floating point real.

THI - Highest temperature to be plotted;
s used in PFGRAPH; floating point real.
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TLO - Lowest temperature to be plotted;
used in PFGRAPH; floating point real.

TMAX - Maximum temperature value to be
labeled; used in PFGRAPH; floating
point real.

T14IN - Minimum temperature value to be
labeled; used in PFGRAPH; floating
point real.

UFRQLM - Upper frequency limit of a sonar;
read from sonar file; floating point
real.

VELDSC - Velocity at deep sound channel;
calculated in TWDPT; floating point
real.

VELSLD - Velocity at surface layer depth;
calculated in TWDPT; floating point
real.

WH - Wave height in feet; entered by
operator; floating point real.

WS - Wind speed in knots; entered by
operator; floating point real.

XDEP - Depth of input BT modified from
previous input; entered by operator;
floating point real.

V XHI - Maximum value in X direction to be
labeled; used in plotting routines;
floating point real.

-XLAT Latitude converted into a real
number in INTUT:OV; floating point
real.

4
XLATIMk - Minimum latitude covered by a data

file; read from data file; floating
point real.

XLAT% - Maximum latitude covered by a data
file; read from data file; floating
point real.
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XLO - Minimum value in X direction to be
labeled; used in plotting routines;
floating point real.

XLON - Longitude converted into a real
number in INPUT:OV; floating point
real.

XLONMN - Minimum longitude covered by a data
file; read from data file; floating
point real.

XLONMD - Maximum longitude covered by a data
V •file; read from data file; floating

point real.

XMAX - Maximum velocity; used in INPUT:OV
for SVP plot; floating point real.

XMDUL - Number of X increments vo be plotted;
used in plotting routines; floating
point real.

XMIN - Minimum velocity; used in INPUT:OV
for SVP plot; floating point real.

XMINDP - Minimum depth for which a BT may be
input; floating point real.

XT&FIP - Temperature value of input BT modified
from previous inputs; operator input;
floating point real.

YHI - Highest vaiue of Y to be labeled on
grid; used in plotting routines;
floating point real.

YLO - Lowest value of Y to be labeled on
grid; ised in plotting routines;
floating point real.

ZBOI - Bottom depth, variable used in MRGE;
floating point real.

-Z - Depth value to be interpolated; u3ed

in XNTF; floating point real.
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3.3.3 Size Variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integer
precision variables (one 16-bit word); all other contain single-precision,
"floating point data (two 16-bit words). The variable LFRQLM also contains
two-word floarizng point data. Only the variable IDATE contains more than
one word. This variable is comprised of three words with

IDATE(1) = IDA

IDATE(2) = IMO

IDATE(3) = IYR

Figure 3-1 illustrates integer and floating point data construction.

3.3.4 Binary Point All integer precision data have a one-to-one
"correspondence with a binary number.

3.3.5 Raige Of Values And Initial Condition Conceivably, all variables
with the exception of IMO, JSEA, and XMINDP may assume values from(4.

-32,767 to +32,767. Only IMO is checked to determine that its value is
between 1 and 12. JSEA is calculated from IMO; therefore, its value is
between 1 and 4. XMINDP is set equal to 299 or 999. Reasonableness
should prevail for the remaining variables.

Initial conditions for the variables are listed below:

BOTZ 0

BOTZI Not initialized

DMAX 0

SDMAX1 Not initialized

DSC 0

IBOT Not initialized

ICH13 Not initialized

IDA Not initialized

IDATE 0

IDELTALS Not initialized

IDELTARL Not initialized

NP 3-16
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IEND Not initialized

IHCW Not initialized

IHFBLP Not initialized

LFBLP Not initialized

IMAX Not initialized

124IN Not initialized

IMO 0

IMOV Not initialized

IMOVE Not initialized

INUMFRQ 0

INU'MOP Not initialized

IREF Not initialized

IRNO Not initialized

ISEA Not initialized

ISLOT Not initialized

ITEMP Not initialized

ITIME 0

ITYPE 0

IYR 0

JUIN Not initialized

JLINI. Not initialized

Jimx Not initialized

jSE-A Not initialized

LAT 0
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LFRQLM Not initializee

LON 0

LUN Not initialized

LUNTG Not initialized

NB 0

NDBLK Not initialized

ND? 0

NF Not initialized

NNDP Not initialized

NPOINT Not initialized

NIX Not initialized

NY Not initialized

NZP Not initialized

PRDFRQ 0

RANGE 0

S35 Not initialized

SLD 0

SHPDEN 0

SS 0

TA Not initialized

TDEL Not initialized

TGTBBN 0

TGTIW.? 0

L TGTSPD 0
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3 0 Not initialized

TLO Not initialized

TMAX Not initialized

T•IN Not initialized

UFRQLM Not initialized

VELDSC Not initialized

VELSLD Not initialized

WH 0

ws 0

XDEP Not initialized

XHI Not initialized

XIAT 0

XLATM11 Not initialized

XLATMX Not initialized

XLO Not initialized

XLON 0

XLONMN Not initialized

XLONMX Not initiallzed

XMAX Not initialized

XMDUL Not initialized

XMIN Not initialized

- "INDP Not initialized

XTEMP Not initialized

LA YHI Not initialized
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YLO Not initialized

ZBOT Not initialized

ZF Not initialized

3.3.6 Static/Dynamic Dynamic variables are those over the operator
has direct control of its value. This may occur due to required input
or optional input. The operator has no control over the value of static
variables. Dynamic variables have been denoted in subsection 3.3.2 by
the statement that the operator may enter the variable.

! •3.3.7 Structure And Bit Layout All floating point variables are made
up of two 16-bit words, and numeric integer variables are made up of one
16-bit word, Figure 3-1 shows the structure and bit configuration of
these two types of variables.
3.4 CONSTANTS This section contains a detailed description of each

constant found in comon or file.

3.4.1 Constant Name

Fahrenheit to centigrade ERCENT

Feet to meters FTMT

Channel number LUNAT

Channel number LUNIM

Channel number LUNOS

Channel number LUNP

Channel number LUNSN

3.4.2 Purpose

FRCENT - Employed in conversion of degrees
Fahrenheit to degrees centigrade;
equals 0.5555556; floating point real.

FTMT - Multiplying this by depth in feet
converts that depth to meters; equals
0.3048; floating point real.

LUNAT - File slot on which STD file is to be
opened, equals 0; integer data.
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LUNIM - File slot on which scratch file
Z9997AS:IM is to be opened;
value equals 1; integer data.

LUNOS - File slot allocated for BLP file;
equals 2; integer data.

LUNP - Channel number for CRT; equals 11;
integer data.

LUNSN - File slot for shipping noise file;
equals 3; integer data.

3.4.3 Initial Condition None of the constants employed in the input
module are initialized.

3.4.4 Structure And Bit Layout All integers are single-precision 16-bit
words with a binary equivalent. Floating point numbers are two 16-bit
words with bit 0 being the sign, bits 1 through 7 the characteristic,
and the remainder being a proper fraction.

3.5 FLAGS This'section contains a detailed description of each flag
used in the input module.

3.5.1 Flag Name

S•Change bottom (ICBOT)

Change input (ICd)

Change value (IC3)

Change data (ICHNG)

Input depth (ICQi)

Input depth (ICQ2)

Diesel or nuclear (IfN)

Error (IE)

New environment (IENV)

East-West (IEW)

Type of shipping file (ILIN)
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No depths (IND)

Noise change (INOIS)

North-South (INS)

Include number (INUB)

Page full (IPAGE)

Prefer a BT (IPRF)

BT input (IPROF)

Plot (IQ)

SPlot units (101)

Plot (IQ6)

Status (ISTAT)

Change mode (KCHNG)

Bottom depth (LINDA)

Mike Fleck (HF)

Metric or English (MOE)

English or metric (Q)

3.5.2 Flag Definition

ICBOT - Denotes whether or not the operator
-,desired to change the input bottom

depth: 1 - yes, 0 - no.

IC 1 - A variable which indicates whether
or not the operator desires to
change any of the initial inputs:

I=yes, -no.

IC3 - Signifies if the default value for
shipping density is to be changed:
1I yes, 0 no.
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ICHNG - Indicator which denotes whether the
operator desires to change any BTv• data or not: 1 - yes, 0 - no.

ICQI - Indicates bottom depth input follow-
ing BT input: 1 - yes, 0 - no.

ICQ2 - Connotes if the operator wishes to
input a bottom depth when no BT
has been entered: 1 - yes, 0 = no.

IDN - Integer which indicates whether the
target data retrieved from TGTFL is
for a diesel or a nuclear submarine:
D - diesel, N - nuclear.

IE - An error flag which is used whenever
calling system subroutines. If
IE = 0 then the call was successfully
completed.

IENV Flag relaying information between
input module and TRANSMISSION LOSS
DRIVER: 0 - no action required
by either module, 1 - changes have

been entered in the input module

requiring a new propagation loss
calculation, 2 - a new BT input is
required in order to successfully
complete propagation loss calculation.

IEW Integer to denote east (1) or west (2)
longitude; entered by operator.

ILIN Denotes the type of shipping file
to be assessed. 3 - file based on
5-degree quadrangle (i.e., Atlantic,
Pacific, and Indian Oceans), 4 - file
based on 1-degree quadrangle (i.e.,
Mediterranean Sea).

IND An indicator which is used by sub-
routine TWDPT. If IND - 0 then the
subroutine calculates the surface
layer depth and the depth of the
deep sound channel. If IND - 1
then the subroutine also calculates
four tow depths.
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INOIS - Signifies if the operator desires to
change any input beam noise data:
1 - yes, 0 - no.

INS - Integer to denote north (1) and
south (2) latitude; entered by
operator.

INUB - During the process of changing input
beam noise, if the operator wishes to
change data for a beam number not
previously entered, INUB signifies
whether or not this new beam number
is to be included in the data base:
1 yes, 0-no.

IPAGE - An indicator used to denote when the
CRT screen is full. If IPAGE is
greater than or equal to 30, then
the screen is full.

IPR - Enter a BT or not: I - yes, 0 - no.

N IPROF - Denotes whether or not a BT was
entered: 1 - input, 2 - no input.

IQ - Plot sound velocity profile:
1 - yes, 0 - no.

IQi - Plot SVP in metric or English units:
I - metric, 2 - English.

IQ6 - Output temperature profile: 1 - yes,
0 - no.

ISTAT - A status indicator used by subroutines
MERGE, GETENV, and GETTGT. If ISTAT -

1, the call was successfully completed.

KCHNG - Signifies if the first segment of INPUT
is being initially accuated or if in
cycle, allowing operator to change
initial inputs: 0 - initial run,
1 - change mode.

LINDA Used in GETENV to denote if a bottom
depth were entered: 0 - bottom depth
was entered, 1 - no bottom depth
entered.
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MF - Indicates initial run of INPUT or
recalled by executive routine:

0 - initial, I - recalled.

MOE - An indicator which denotes whether
the BT data was entered in metric
or English units: 1 - metric,
2 - English.

Q - A floating point variable enabling
an SVP plotting routine to be used
for either metric or English units:
equals 2 for metric and 5 for
English units.

3.5.3 Initial Condition None of the flags are initialized.

3.5.4 Structure And Bit Layout All .g's are integer precision data
with the exception of flag Q which contains standard floating point data
(two 16-bit words).

3.6 INDEX This section contains a detailed description of each index
employed by the input module.

3.6.1 Index Name

SBottom (IB)

Change (IC)

Place to go (IC2)

Place to go (ICQ)

Sort (lR)

Sort (IHI)

Sort (IL)

Sort (ILl)

Number of change (ThCIiC'.)

Sonar (ISONAR)

Own ship (3ST)
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Target (ITGT)

&A Target operational mode (ITOM)

Array (JI)

Number of points (NOPTM)

Number of points (NOPTS)

Number of data points (NDP)

3.6.2 Index Definition

IB - Integer representation of the bottom
loss class obtained from environmental
file. Bits 8-11 of this variable
contain the value of the low frequency
bottom loss class, and bits 12-15
contain the value of the high

K, •frequency bottom loss class.

IC - An index corresponding to an inputI parameter the operator desires to
change.

IC2 - Used for displayed placement on CRT:
equals IC + 9.

ICQ - Employed in computed go to statement:
equals IC - 13.

Il - Used in sort routine.

INH1 - Used in sort routine.

IL - Used in sort routine.

ILl - Used in sort routine.

!NCNNG - Number of data points to be changed in
input BT.

ISONAR Integer representation of type of
sonar system; entered by operator.

IST - Nutierical value representing own-ship

type of mission.
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ITGT - Integer representation of the
target type; entered by operator.

ITOM Integer representation of the target
operational mode; entered by operator.

JI - An array of indexes used by the BT
data input routine.

NOPTM - NumbEr of data points in the merged
data file; obtained from data file
and BT input.

NOPTS - Number of data points in retrieved
data file; obtained from data file.

NDP - Number of points in an input BT;
entered by operator.

3.7 SUBPROGRAM REFERENCL (SET/USED) This section presents all the items
discussed in the preceding sections and subsections in tabular form,
cross-referenced with the major referencing routines. The letters S, U,
and B are employed to indicate values set, used, or both (set and used),
respectively. Items on the tabular listing that are followed by an
asterisk are as folljws:

DMAX Set in GETSONAR

IDOVE Used in MOVBR, MOVFR

IRNO Used in TR720

ISLOT Used in IOERR

LUN Used in TRWND, MOVFR, MOVBR, TR720

NX Used in plotting routines

NY Used in plotting routines

XHI Used in plotting routines

-4 XLO Used _.n plotting routines

XMDUL Used in plotting routines

YHI Used in plotting rouLines
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YLO Used in plotting routines

LFRQLM Set in GETSONAR

UFRQLM Set in GETSONAR

IE Used in IOERR

3.8 NOTES This section is a list of all subroutines and functions
utilized within the input module.

MNEMONIC LABEL iEXT NAME

BTGRAPH Balhythernograph graphic

GETENV Get environmental

GETSONAR Get sonar

GETTGT Get target

HOLD Hold

IOERR Input/output/error

MERGE Merge

MOVBR Move backwards

MOVFR Move forwards

PFGRAPH Profile graph

SLFRQ Select frequency

TR720 Tape read 720 integers of data

TRWND Tape rewind

Th•DPT Tow depth

WILSON Wilson

SLi-TERP Extrapolate

GNTF Interpolate
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CHAPTER 4
Program Package

4.1 INTRODUCTION This chapter and related material enable persons with
a machine configuration identical to the TASSRAP II OB System to execute
the input module. This configuration requires a Data General NOVA 800
Series CPU, Xebec XMD 5000 Disk Formatter/Controller, Caelus Model 303/2
Disk Drive, TEKTRONIX 4002A Graphic terminal, and DICOM 344 Cassette tape
system. In aQdition, disk packs must be dual density, 16 sectors, with
192 words/sector.

4.1.1 Purpose It is the intent of the Program Package to disseminate
% the input module to authorized installations in a form suitable for

loading and execution.

4.1.2 Scope This document has been structured so that systems personnel
can obtain a complete understanding of the input module.

4.2 SOURCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR PROGRAM This Program Package item is a
source form of the input module on a cassette tape and disk pack.

4.3 OBJECT PROGRAM TAPE This Program Package item is a relocatable
binary form of the input module and data items on cassette tape and
disk pack. Using this item enables the operator to load and execute

0 •the input module.

4.4 SOURCE PROGRAM LISTING This Program Package item is a listing of the
source language program. Organization of the listing is INPUT followed
by associated subroutines in alphabetical order, then INPUT:OV followed
by associated subroutines and functions.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 1425

ARLINGTON VA 22203-1995
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5510/1
Ser 321OA/01 1/06
31 Jan 06

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION LIST

Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5510.36

Encl: (1) List of DECLASSIFIED LRAPP Documents

1. In accordance with reference (a), a declassification review has been conducted on a
number of classified LRAPP documents.

2. The LRAPP documents listed in enclosure (1) have been downgraded to
UNCLASSIFIED and have been approved for public release. These documents should
be remarked as follows:

Classification changed to UNCLASSIFIED by authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations (N772) letter N772A/6U875630, 20 January 2006.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is
unlimited.

3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.

BRIAN LINK
By direction
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ARL, U of Texas
Blue Sea Corporation (Dr.Roy Gaul)
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APL, U of Washington
APL, Johns Hopkins University
ARL, Penn State University
MPL of Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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NAVSEA
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